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South Kensington
s5 Old Brompton Road, London, SWz sJS Telephone Ol-581 2231

SALE OF MECHANICAL MUSIC, TYPEWRITERS AND DOMESTIC MACHINES
On Wednesday, October 20th, 1976, at 2.00 p.m.

Catalogues available .approximate.ly three weeks in advance from the above address, price 85p post paid.
4-olg the musical boxes in this sale is a very rare key-wind interchangeable cylinder mudical ^box,

described in detail on page 272^-of this issue. Also included are a Marshaf & Rose Ampico baby grand
reproducing piano, an Edison Class M phonograph and two wax cylinders by Alfred, Lord Tennyson.

A recording session taking
place c.1888-9 at Little
Menlo, the house at Beulah
Hill. Norwood. of Colonel
Gouraud, who was Edison's
European representative at
that time when the
Improved (i.e. wax-cylinder)
Phonograph f,rst appeared.
The original print is among
several in a scrap-book
relating to the activities of
Gouraud's associate, C R C
Steytler, in promoting the
phonograph in Great
Britain around 1889-91.
This scrap-book is one
item in the sale.



MusicBox
THE JOURI{AL OF THE I{USICAL BOX SOCIETY oF GREAT BRITAIN

WITH members of the Musical
Box Society of Great Britain
scattered all around the world. we
may tend to adopt the false belief
that discoveries of things hitherto
unknown to us might be akin to
the sudden discovery that the
Earth has not one bui two moons.

The more logical approach, sure-
ly, is that with so many people
now actively looking at musical
boxes and seeking them out from
their dusty hide-outs, the rarities
are much more likely to be detected
and, through the aegis of the society
and The Music Bor, details made
available for all to read.

As if to bring home the truth of
this latter argument, this issue of
our journal contains details of not
just one new marque of musical
box, but two. Before our very eyes,
so to speak, the limbo of the lost
has released a pair of outstanding
pieces of lost technology. Both are
of German origin. One is resident

The other is an example of a type
which I believe to be unique - its
operational principle is both highly
developed and, other than as a
patent specification, is entirely new
to us. It is best classified as a star-
wheel comb-plucking book player.

And lest there be a ,feeling that
cylinder musical boxes can_ at
least be depended upon to produce
the predicatable, a singularly earlythe predlcataDle, a srngularry early
specimen of an interchangeablespecrmen of an lnterchangeable
cvlinder movement has been found.
iautiouslv. it could be a prototypeutiously, it could be a prototlpe
system.

Achievements from the past
justly inspire in us a sense of awe
as w-e malvel at the craftsmanship
of artizans who themselves have
long since turned to dust. OnlY
their work survives to remind us of

in America; the other in England.
One is a disc machine which shifts
its centre Sirion-fashion to play
two complete tunes from each disc. List of Members
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Corser picture.' A very early changeable-
cylinder musical box by an unknown
maker. See article on page 272.

Hon Editor.' Arthur W I G Ord-Hume
Editorial offices :

Volume 7 Number 7 Lutamn 1976 the skills and consummate artistrv
with which every piece was made.

Those who look too much to the
past, often fail to see what is right
in front of their faces. It is a case
of the archaeologist who, pondering
over a neolithic discovery wanders
off the sidewalk, gets hit by a bus,
and then tells the hospital nurses
that he had been too busy to notice
the traffic.

Well, those who attended the
Summer meeting in ]une were trea-
ted to a fascinating demonstration
by a brand new automaton, design-
ed, devised and realised in the best
tradition of the past. The quizzical
little archer reaching arrows from
his quiver, and firing them into
the audience earned its creator
considerable acclaim. It is thus
with pleasure that this issue also
contains details of this piece.

Society founder, first secretary
and past president Dr Cyril de Vere
Green also poses some challenging
questions on miniature musical
movements and once again draws
attention to how little we reallv
do know about some of these early
pieces an#theii makers:

In conclusion, may I express my
delight that during the past months
so many of our overseas members
have been able to come to Britain
to attend our meetings. I know
that, as far as American members
are concerned, much of this is
due to the efforts of our vice
president, Hughes Ryder. Having
seen the way in which he organised
to tour which took in our Summer
meeting, he has demonstrated the
ability to roll into one the duties
of travel agent, tour operator,
courief and mechanical music
expert. Those planning to visit
the British Isles to take in our
meetings should contact Hughes
who knows all about group book'
ings, cheap travel times, airlines- of
the world, and virtually everything
that you need to know.
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WHO AND WHY?
by Dr Cyril de Vere Green

SOCIETY founder, first secretary and past president Dr Cyril
de Vere Green has collected together a large number of
musical boxes over the very many years he has been pursuing
his interest. Here he takes a look at some of the smaller musical
movements and finds that they pose questions to which he can
find no answer. Musical box making during its infancy was
very much a cottage ind
pieces - and anomaliesTHE purpose of this short article

is to seek information rather than
to impart it. Either the editor of
this Journal or I will be very
pleased to receive helpful com-
ments.

ustry and produced many individual

There is in my own colle,ction
a number of musical box move-
ments which allpear to me to' have
some unusual characteristics. Their

makers are, in some instances at
least. unknown.

Fig I is an item which has been
seen by many members and is from
the base of the clock made bv Frod-
sham of London. I have 

-always

thought that this musical move-
ment was of French origin but I
really do not know. Certainly it
has features which I have seen on
no other piece 

- and why did the
maker choose to phce the treble
teeth in the centre of the comb ?

Fig 2. This moveme,nt is from a
snuff box and here again the quest-
ions are who made it and whv the
treble notes in the centre ? 

- 
The

only markings it bears are 881 and
IIN or if you turn it upside down
it can read 188 and NII.

Fig 3. There is no mystery about
the maker of this one for it bears
the name of Lecoultre. I thoueht I
would include a picture of thiJbox
since it has one or two u,nusual
features. The teeth are in groups
of five with the treble ones at the
motor end, the contro.l levers are at
the front of the box and if the lid
was hinged from the other side of
the box it would have appeared
more convention'al.

Fig. 4. This is considered to be
the more usual type of sectional
snuff-box movement with the teeth
in groups of five. Both the under-
surface of the brass bedp ate and
the brass mounting for the comb
have the number I70 and 180
scribed on them. Additionally the
letters AGX have been pun'ched in
the comb mounting. No,te the
change mechanism, the cylinder is
spring-tensioned from the drive end
and is pressed against a flat change
arrn,

Fig. 1. Baseplate 43 X 10.2 cms;
Cylinder 34 x 3.5 cms; Teeth 87;
Airs 7.
Fig. 2. Baseplate 8.2 x 4'8 cms;
Cylinder 6 x l'2 cms; Teeth 57;
Airs 2.
Fig. 3. Baseplate 26 x 8.5 ems;
Cylinder 19 x 3.5 cms; Teeth 100;
Airs 4.
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i.'+-":
Fig. 8. A Olbrich Baseplate 7.8 X
5 cms; Cylinder 5'4 X 1.4 cms;
Teeth 54; Airs 2.

Fig.9. BaseplateS X 5cms;
Cylinder 5'4 x 1.0 cms; Teeth 55;
Airs 2.

Fig. 10. Baseplate 7.8 x 4'6 cms;
Cylinder 5'5 X 1.0 cms; Teeth 52;
Airs 2.

Figs 8, 9 and I0 are of ttrree
good-quality snuff-box mgvements
all with sectional combs in groups
of three and each one with the
treble teeth at the motor end of
the combs. In each case the last
few base teeth are slightly thick-
ened at their tips so as to lower the
p'itch of the note.

Tooth form in (left) Slawik &
Preiszler and (right) Olbrich.

The springs on the top of the
motor casings in Fig 8 and 9 are
to prevent the male part of the
stop works from rotation due to
vibration. The movement in Fig 8
has no numbers nor initials on any
p,art. Fig t has numerals 702
stamped on the cornb base and2264
on its th,in baseplate. It also has a
very finely de,signed and made
stopwork. Fig l0 bears the number
2503 on the baseplate and also has
a four-bladed fan.

Please can any member help me?

Any comments which members
may choose to make will be grate-
fully received and, if the response
is sufficient, will be used to form
the basis of a subsequent article.

The snufi-box collector may be
interested in referring back to the
following past references in The
Music Bor which concern interest-
ing or unusual items. An item in
the Liddell Collection in the
Birmingham City Museum featur-
ing a tin case and a comb with a
cut-back lower right hand corner
is shown in Vol l, issue '/, page 17.
Two other unusual Liddell items
are shown on page 92 of Yol 2.

A Piguet et Meylan movement in
a Samuel Pemberton silver case is
shown on pp lf4-115 of Vol 2.
AnotherP&Mmovementis
featured on pp 278-281 of Vol 6.

Many styles of musical snuff box
are illustrated in Dr Robert
Burnett's article on pp t9-25 of Vol
4, while Laurencekirk-Pattern
boxes are described and illustrated
on pp 4-5 of Vol 5. A three-air
snufi box by F Nicole in the de
Vere Green collection is shown on
pp 60-61 of that same volume.

The photographs accompanAing
Cyril de Vere Green's article were
taken bg him for The Music Box'
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Hunfeld at the 1910 World Exhibition
The Hupfeld Phonoliszt-
Violina was introduced
somewhere during the
early part of 1907 and
was essentially a Phono-
liszt expression Piano
with three violins.
Unlike the Mills Vio-
lano-Virtuoso, the HuP-
feld violin player was
an all-pneumatic
mechanism using 77-
note music rolls.
Shown left is a postcard,
reproduced full - size'
issued by Hupfeld to
mark its exhibition of
the Phonoliszt-Violina at
the Brussels Exhibition
in 1910. The model
shown is a Model B.

Ori sinal postcard loaned
by "Daniy Dekgndt of
Belgium.
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Fig. 4. Baseplate 8'5
Cylinder.6 X l'5 cms;
Airs 2.

Fig. 5. Baseplate 8'5 x 5 cmsl
Cylinder 6.2 x L.4 cms; Teeth 70;
Airs 2.

Fig 5. Another conventional type
of moveme,nt with the teeth in
groups of seven. There are no
markings on either the baseplate or
co,mb but scribed on the end of the
cylinder is the number 737.

Fig 6. Two movements from
musical clocks. The left hand o,ne
is marked " Slawik & Preiszler in
Prag ". Rigtht hand one is marked
" A Olbrich in Wien ".

It will be seen that both these
movements have the treble teeth
of the comb adjacent to, the spring
motor.

These movements are so alike
that I am wondering whether they
were manufactured by the same
firm ! One of the common factors
is the stamping of the serial nurn-
bers. In both cases they are
stamped along the short side of the
bedplate at the motor end and at
right-angles to the rylinder and in
two lines. The former reads No. 270

233r
and the Olbri,ch No. 2116

15385

The only difference that I can
detect be,tween them is in the shape
of the fan and that the drive pinion

:;i.:,,.,if
'.:, ;-"' " ' 'l

X 5 cms;
Teeth 70;

gear in the case of the Olbrich is
" caged ". This is also shown in
Fig 7. The serial number of this
movement, again made by Olbrich
is No 147

3482.

There is one other curious differ-
ence shown in Figs 6 & 7. Apart
from the usual shape of the last
l0 or 12 treble teeth, the remaining
co,mb teeth in the Slawik & Preisz-
ler are shaped as shown on the
left of the sketch overleaf, whereas
in the Olbrich they are shaped as
shown on the right.

In Fig 6, the Olbrich teeth are as
those in the Slawik comb. Please
can someone tell me why ?

Fig. 6 (left). |os Olbrich; Baseplate
15.2 x 6.2 cms; Cylinder l0 X 2.5
cms; Teeth 82i Airs 2.

Fig. 6 (right). Slawik & Preiszler;
Baseplate 15 x 6'8 cms; Cylinder
l0 x 2'5 cmsl Teeth 82; Airs 2.

Fig. 7. A Olbrich; Baseplate 14.5
X 6'2 cms; Cylinder 9 X 2'5 cms;
Teeth 72; Aits 2.
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whereas these machines use a lever
p]ucking lystem to sound a note,
the Ariophon,uses a development
of the normal disc machine star

carved corner pillars and a raised
marquetry inlaid panel in the centre
of the lid. Inside the lid, the Ario-
phon picture is printed in full col_

There is also a rebate in the left
hand side of umably
allowing the feedini
in the music similai
fashion to the bellion.

The motor is of conventional
type, with a large
barrel, and sorine
blades to the endl6
two 19 tooth drive
on a common shaft, and engaging
perforations in both eaees 5t1h6
music. The music speed is 4]ft./
min.

Ijnusual mechanism
From this point the mechanism

starts to get really interesting. A
gear train connects the drive shaft
to the star wheel arbor, which con-
stantly rotates as long as the motor
is running. The star-wheels are of
small diameter and have four
points. They are free themselves
to rotate on the arbor, but each
star wheel is sandwiched between
two washers locked to the arbor
by a projecting tag engaging in a
groove that runs the length of the
arbor. This gives a friction drive
to the star wheel with a degree of
" slip " in it.

The plucking action is best un-
derstood in conjunction with the
accompanying diagram, and is as
follows: The star wheel is held
-still by the music pressing on it,
but when released by a perforation
it rotates and plucks the tooth
with some assistance from the
music itself, and continues rotat-
ing under its own power to brine
the next point of the star wheei
into positiol pressing up againsi
the underside of the music. bve.-
all friction in sounding a note is
very low, noticeably less than with
the " star wheel power " discon-
nected. The cardboard music
should not therefore be subiect to
excessive wear.

The steel wire dampers are
mounted on bars screwed to the
underside of the brass star wheel
gantry, and
between the
a right angle
ween the te
horizontal part adjoining the star
wheel provides for the neccessary
movement. Simple, effective, and
durable.

The pressure bar is of rectangular
section with a series of fixed bell
profile steel plates to hold down
the music.

There are
length in a
mat. The I
of 57 teeth
octave in the treble. The risht
hand comb has 47 teeth, I04 in;ll.

; ':,,i'i''"

THE ARIOPHON
by Patrick McCrossan

JOHN Patri
most u of a
been re withdescrib n the
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Tooth spacing is ten Per inch. with

"n overi.ll music widlh of l1|".

to five teeth of one note available
on certain notes in the treble. The

noises).

Sole example ?

Who made the ArioPhon ? This
is the sole examPle to have come
to light to date, and is understood
to hive been extracted from behind
the Iron Curtain' Production was
probablv verv limited and examples
i.ay nevet have reached the British

q'@,,,
,,i. 

V1../,,11

'li'fl;'
'', ?)':

market. General features of the
case and mechanism Point to Ger-
man manufacture, and it is equally
oossible that a
product of n
maker, or of i-
liar in the d

Swiss combs

machine comb produced the com-
mon feature of the " MF " cast into
the brass comb bases, and a three
fisure number stamped on the face
of-each comb around the nearest-to-
centre comb screw hole, normallY
hidden by the comb
This was probablY a
for the comb, and w
to the serial number
instruments examined. Mermod

FIELD A6AINST-
MU5IC

-' TOOTH o r- CoMB
DAMPEIz

lNl rH€. "5tl-ExT" PoSnto nl

IABOVE) THE STAR-\^JHEEL \3
KEVENITED FROIq ROTATION
BY THE IY\jSIC SHEET

P2ESSdRE BAR WITI.I

FlxbD MuSlL Gutoes

\
Musrc

PorNT ENTEp-S y'
PEPPOR+-TIO

WHEELS KEYED TO DRIVEN
3I+AFT

f N THE 
,FrlyrN6,,pOSlTtON (LE_Ft.f

THE NOTE PER trORATION trR6'S
THE STAI?-I^J HEEL AND ALT-O U.IS

TO TIJPN
ANrrro-H i.sra

-Jt>

sTAP.\^I HE EL POINTS -

-).:: :1

?,
' ,,,!a..::l;
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are known to have made parts for
other manufacturers including Ger-
man makers. The letter ,'K " is
stamped on the bedplate, star wheel
gantry, and base of the Dressure
bar locating pin.

power asisted
sm ought to
t of a patent?
this matter is

needed.
Silent

Finally, I have not mentioned
one sad fact. The instrument sur-
vives in basically good condition,
apart from a few pieces of mould-
ing being missing- from the case,
and one tooth broken. There is
however no music for it. If anvbodv
knows the whereabouts of 

-somL

book music of unknown origin,
II+" (approx. 29cm) wide, wittr
drive perforations along both edges,
I would be very grateful for further
information !

In the meantime, the tuning

J,$

.$.I.'.l 
r'. 1l\ I

scale has been established. some
experimental pieces of card made
up for test purposes, and the possi-
bility of producing some new music
is being investigated. A further
report on this, I hope, later.

Who made it ?

The discooery of the Ario'phon
bg Patrick McCrossan and lohn
Cowderoy inspired your editor to
search through his library of musi-
cal box patents to trA to idetttify
the maker. His report is as follows:
THE concept of motion-assisted
starwhee,ls appears to have origin-
ated with Wilhelm Alfred Seifert,
who was des,cribed as a merchant
of 9 Post Strasse, Leipzig-Plagwitz,
in the year I893. On October
7th of tha't year he was granted
British Patent number 14,666 for
such a system and undoubtedly a
German patent exists which pre-

\\.
\,!-,

Top right: Oblique view of the
treble end of the shorter comb and
showing, on the far right, the
pressure bar locking spindle and
one of the music drive cogs.
Above in close-up the star-wheel
driving pinion" The serial number
5086 is stamped into the star-
wheel guide plate and also
appears on the bedplate. |ust
visible between the tips of the
musical comb teeth are the ends of
the wire dampers. The rectangular
obiect to the right of the comb is
an automatic stop operated by a
cut-out in the edge of the music.
Right: View looking down on the
mechanism showing the disposition
of the components. The stop/start
lever (extreme top right) has paper
labels marked " Offen', (or
" Often ") and " Zrt".
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dates this possibly by as much as

a yeat.
'The introduction to his Patent

specification reads:
" This invention relates to an

arrangement presenting this advan-
tage or improvement over similar
m6chanismi heretofore known, that
the spindle on which the Plucking
wheels are mounted is made to
revolve, instead of being stationary,
and the plucking wheels, instead of
being set in mo,tion bY the tune-
sheet, are set in motion bY the
spindle. Furthermore, movement
ii imparted to the tune-sheets bY
toothed feed wheels, and not bY
rubber or cloth feed-rollers as here-
tofore, and for which PurPose the
tune-sheets are provided with per-

forations, wherein the teeth o'f such
feed wheels engage ".

Seifert's invention served to pro-
vide for lengthy music striPs of
cardboard folded rather like an
organ book. This was used to PlaY
a normal type o'f musical box comb.

Because the slits in the music-
sheet had to be narrow, the s,tar-
wheel itself had to be even nar-
rower so that it could without fail
enter the tune-sheet slits. Toler-
ances were therfore very close and
the advantage of his sYstem was
that the flank wheels keYed to the
drive shaft between which the
star-wheels were free t'o rotate,
ac,curately aligned and adequately
supported the star-wheels in the
p'roper pos,ition relative to the

music-sheet on the upper portion,
and to the musical box comb teeth
on the lower portion.

Instead o,f motion being imparted
to the star-whee'l by the music-
sheet with the consequent trigh
rate of wear and tear on the trail-
ing edge of the slits, the tune-sheet
served only to restrain the star-
wheels from turning. When a slit
appeared over the path of the star-
wheel, the star-wheel was freed of
its restraint and would at once
turn without, as in other cardboard
music systems, having to wait for
the end of the slit to engage with
the wheel and drag it round. The
end of the slit now served only to
create once more a motion restraint
on the wheel. In this wav. Seifert
solved (in theory at any rate) the
one drawback to the use of card-
board music in a mechanical svstem
which was to plague later inventors
such as Richter with his Libellion.
He virtually eliminated physical
wear on the music.

Two years later, on September
7th, 1895, British Patent number
13,940 was granted to Hans von
Pcillnitz and Franz Louis Bauer of
the firm of Kome,t Musikwerke
Pollnitz & Bauer, manufacturers,
of Friedrichstrasse 4, Leipzig-PIag-
witz.

Less satisfactory
In this patent, a similar result

was achieved in a difierent, and far
lesls satisfactory manner. The
starwheels were mounted in a con-
ventional way, i.e. loose on a shaft,
and were guided by a top plate or
comb through which the points
could protrude and across wtrich
the music-sheet could pass,

A second shaft, running parallel
to the star-wheel axis and immedi-
ately under it, carried friction
wheels which were arranged in
pairs so that the lower por,tion of
each star-wheel passed between
the,m. This sec6nd shaft was
driven, so that the motion was
imparted to the star-wheels through
frictional contact.

As regards effioiency, this was in
no way an improvement on Seifert's
system and seems to have been
conceived purely as a method of
getting round the existing p'atent.
Friction and consequent wear be-
tween star-wheel and motion mech-
anism must have been very high.
Lubrication of any sort would
obviously negate the principle of
operation and as the assernbly
wore, it must undoub,tedly have
lost it eftciency to the point where
instead of reducing tune-sheet
wear, it womld have strredded the
cardboard with a sense of purPose
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denied to other related systems.
Who, then, invented ihe Ario-

phon ? One is inc ined, purely by
the style of the case and from the
foregoing, to consider Komet

hough,
n very
being

fferent
makes o,f instrument. Mr McCros-
san attributes the comb,s to Mer-
mod Freres. There is no reason to
questi'on this 5ince, in the early
days of the German musi,cal box
industry, they had no expertise in
comb-making and either bought in
combs from Switzerland, or bought

in the Swiss technicians to make
the,rn for them. Mermod, then,
quite probably did make the co'mbs.
The Swiss, even though aware of
the rising German competition,
accepted the need of commercial
involvement wherever opportune.
Siefert the inventor

On patent grounds, and also from
the style of presentation (which is
early 1890s), Seifert seems to me
the m'ore likely. His patent draw-
ings bear little resemblance to the
instrument shown in the Drevious
pages, but the salient d-etail is
there. And very few patent draw-

ings showed other than how an
invention was intended to work.

Tentatively, pending further evi-

Seifert and Pcillnitz & Bauer came

patents in case they shou,ld provide
further information.

Who made the Komet?
ON page 26 there is a picture
feature on the Komet disc-playing
musical box. According to mem,ber
Q David Bowers, the Komet was
made by Weissbach & Company of
Leipzig. An examination of Leipzig
directories around the 1898-1900
period does indeed show up the
fact that Kurt Weissbach was at
work in that town repairing musical
automata. but no other reference
to the Ko,met has been found.

Recently, while searching through
British patents for mechanical
musical instruments, I was as ever
pondering on the vast nurnber of
different names in the lists and the
proliferation of ingenius music
machines, and wondering if any of
them ever made the market. Some
names crop up time and time again
so that one is inclined to accept
the possibility at least that thev
were the work of men who worked

for companies who were actively
engaged in producing instruments.
The ,pervading sensation, during
searches such as these, is that even
now we know very little of the
history of the instruments of mech-
anical music.

During this search, I discovered
some patents for instruments play-
ing projectionless music sheeti ui-
ing motion - assisted starwheels
rather like the Ariophon described
on page 258. One of these pro-
vided a clue to the Komet questlon.

British patent numb,er 13,940,
dated 22 ]uly, 1895, was issued to
Flans von Pcillnitz and Franz Louis
Bauer o,f the firm of Komet Musik-
werke, Pcillnitz & Bauer, described
as manufacturers of Friedrichstrasse
4, Pl'agwitz-Leipzig.

This would seem to suggest that
the Komet was the product of a Schcnr*c.

firm based on Pcillnitz & Bauer.
I{owever, the name Pcjllnitz &
Bauer does not appear in the 1903
directory-nor does Komet Musik-
werke. But there is a Louis Bauer
Iisted at Lindenau. Hohestrasse 13.
His business is described as having
been established in 1899 as inven-
tors and manufasturers of gramo-
phones. Significantly (or just co-
incidentally?) Richter's phonograph
was produced under the trade
name Komet.

If anyone has aocess to other
information, perhaps one of our
German members, perhaps they
would care to take the story a
little further. A O-H

The two pictures, left, show a fine
example of the 33$in (84.8 cm)
Komet which plays on bells as well
as combs (the mechanism is
illustrated on page 45 of Vol 2).
The box is the property of Klaus
Pevler of Dortmund. Top: trade
mark taken from a disc.
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IN part one of this article, on
paga '238, David Bowers
described his tour of the
former musical box factories
in East Germany. Here in
part two he takes uP where
he left off his meeting with
Mr Popper discussing Welte
Mignon iecording techniques,
and then visits the famous
Polyphon factorY to look at
what still stands todaY

THE original recording bY artists
for the Welte Mignon took Place
in the Popper and ComPanY show-
rooms on Thomasstrasse in down-

the second floor
o disPlaY Phono-
bit of informa-
bY Mr PoPPer

was that the firm's chief inventor
in the early - Years was a Mr
Zollinger.

Until the Year 1906 PoPPer
manufactured no instruments of
its own. Rather, it Purchased
instruments from PolYPhon, Welte,
Philipps and other manuf,acturers.
In tlie year 1906 PoPPer began to
make its own instruments'
although sales for others were con-
tinued- for some time afterwards.
Over the manufac-
turedat arraYof
difierent , orches-
trion and c musical
instrument models.

Polyphon revisited
Last stop on our factorY tour of

Leipztg was the PolYPhon factorY
at Bahnhofstrasse 61 in Wahren.
The train station across the tracks
from the factory must look just
like it did in the 1890 - l9l0 era
when hundreds of thousands of
Polyphons \Mere crated, ta4eu
acr6ss the tracks, Put on the Plat-
form and shipped from there to
all parts of the world.

n factorY itself onlY
todaY. Using earlY
it is evident that
of the factorY have

been destroved. Some were never
replaced, and others were rePlaced

bv Q David
Bowers

N'.ar '
g"

h;.i) .i

q.
.)

The Wahren railwav station at

factory still has on its side' barely
visible todaS the words " Loch-
mann's Original Musikwerke."

A VISIT TO
EAST GE,RMANY

",i .$ 'i'
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with new annexes. Still, enough
remains that the size anf,. scope
can be fully appreciated. Like most
other East German factories, it is
made of red brick interspersed
with tiers o,f glass windows.

Lochmann's factory
Then a dav or two later we

drove to the iown of Zeulenroda
in the southern part of the
Deutsche Demokratische Reoublik.
There we found an impiessive
array of. buildings at Am B-ahnhof,
once occupied by Paul Lochmann

-the site of the Original Musik-
werke. On the side of one of the
buildings facing the railroad tracks
is still visible, although much
faded, the lettering: LOCHMANN
ORIGINAL MUSIKWERKE.
Below the faded word " Original "
is a large painted representation
of a music box disc on which is
lettered: " Lochmann's Original ".
Although the Original Musikwerke
has long since disappeared, the
reputation of it survives to this
day. Apparently Mr Lochmann
was quite an inventor, and his
knowledge is well respected and
admired even to the present time.

Home of Richter
After leaving Zeulenroda, we

travelled to Rudolstadt where, at
Schwaezburger Strasse 56 we came
to the factories of F A Richter,
where the Imperator and Libellion
musical boxes were made. These
factories are in nearly " mint "
condition so far as their external
appearance is today. The Richter
manse, once the home of F A
Richter himself, is now used as a
kindergarten. Ornate stone statues
still flank the driveway.

After a day or two in Rudol-
stadt we drove home having really
enjoyed the opportunity to see
some of these places which have
probably not -been visited by
Western collectors since the 1930s.

Top: The fine mansion at Rudol-
stadt in which lived F A Richter.
Although somewhat overgrown
today the house and its gardens
still possess much of the maiesty
of their former times. It is now
used as a kindergarten but otnate
statues still flank the driveway.
Centre and left: Fine buildings
which once were the Richter
factories. So far as their outward
appearance is concerned, they have
survived in nearly original
condition.

SOCIETY
MEETINGS

The Autum-n _qle-et_ing _of the Musical Box Society of Great Britain will take place at the Kensington
Close Hotel, Wrights Lane, London, W8, on Ociober 16. L976.
$ -1ee!onq! rreeting will be held orl Saturday and Sunday, December 4 and, 5, 1976, in Birmingham.Full details of this meeting, which will clntre on thi'tiddell Collection of mechanical musical
instruments in the Birminghiln City Museum, will be circulated shortly.
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Langdorff & Fils tunesheet
and ttade-mark

stamped into the brasswork. Con-
current with this he located a six-
air Langdorft box bearing the
tune-sheet reproduced here. This
features the self-sane harp trade-
mark in two places - it is shown
to a larger scale below.

Interesting features of this tune-
sheet are that basically the two
figures and their surrounding
decorations are similar to those
which are to be found in ttre repro-
duced tune-sheets mentioned
above. However, the lower centre

ON page 13I of Volume 5 of. The
Music Bm was reproduced an early
tune sheet from a musical- box
manufactured by Langdorft & Fils
of Geneva. That item was from a
Mandoline Basse Pbcolo instru-
ment with the name Langdorff and
the lithographer's name A Hass of
Geneva. That particular tune-sheet
resembled in every detail the tune-
sheet reproduced on page 503 of
Volume 3 with the one exception
that this last-mentioned one did
not bear any name. Facing the
illustration of that tune-sheet in
Volume 3, namely on page 602, is
another tune-sheet. This one is
similar in realisation but difiers in
detail. That, too, bears the litho-
grapher's name A Hass, but this
time rendered in block capitals
instead of italic characters as on
the two examples referred to
earlier.

A principle characteristic of all
three of these tune-sheets is that
they were surmounted by the coat
of arms of Geneva which bear the
initials fHS above a shield and the
words Posf Tenebras Lux in a
banner.

Recently, Keith Harding came
across two identical t'hree-comb
sublime harmonie musical boxes,
each with a harp trademark

'portion is given over to a view of
Iake Geneva. The city coat of
arms has also been somewhat
s_rmplified. A further point: while
the earlier tune-sheets were line

his musical box business had been
founded in 1838. Langdorft was a
partner with Isaac Henri Metert as
Metert & Langdorft. This Metert
was the grandfather of Henri
Metert who worked for Nicole
Freres in London and who died
there in 193t. The Langdorff/
Metert partrership l,asted from
1832 until dissolved in 1852.

By 1867, David Langdorft was
located at 13, rue de Coutance,
Saint Gervais, Ceneva. He died in
1873 and the business was con-
tinued by his wife and son, fohn
Baptists Langdorft, under the title
Langdorff et .Cie. In 1898, the
namo was changed to ]ohn -Lang-
dorft until 1902 wben the business
was absorbed into the Soci6t6
anon)me des Fabriques reunies
des Boites..i {usique, anciennes
maisons., Rlvenc, Tengdorft et
Billon.
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THE SHIFTING-DISC
TANNHATJSER

THIS unusual musical box was first discovered last vear
when an incomplete specimen was located. Now, thanlis to
Q David Bolers, the owner of a second example has been
found. Milton Bave of Washington describes his rare
acquisition and then the editor comments on the patentee

AS the photographs reveal, the
Tannhauser musical box is in mint
condition. The brass fittings are
highly polished and the comb is
mirror bright. This is just as I
bought it about l0 years ago. I
have no previous history o,f the
instrument.

The box measurers 62.8cm wide
x 50.7cm deep x 23cm high. The
bedplate is 39.5cm long x l0cm
wide. The music discs (of which I
have ll) are 38.25cm in diameter.
The cabinet is walnut, and the
top of the lid has a lyre, horn, and
castinet inlay.

The disc shifting mechanism,

visible in the close-up photograph,
employs two interlocking dovetail
slides at right angles to each other
that are activated by a push pull
knob visible on the overall photo-
graph just below the lid locking
key. This mechanism shifts the
disc about l.Smm. The shaft that
actuates the transverse dovetail is
visible in the foreground of the
photograph coming up from under-
neath the bedplate. The vertical
pin just ahead of this prevents the
operator from shifting the disc in
mid tune, as it would strike the
outer edge of the disc centre rest.
In the other shifting mode this

vertical pin slides just behind the
outer edge of the disc centre rest
where it engages a groove and is
captivated there as the disc turns
thereby preventing the operator
from shifting the disc until the
tune ends.

The discs are in some \says
unique. They are all nickle plated,
although I suspect this was done at
a later date, as no titles appear on
the discs. However some discs
have a number hand scribed into
the surface under the plating -such as 238, 560,201, etc. showing
that at one time they were num-
bered and titled. The discs show
no sign of rust pitting under the
plating so they were not plated for
that reason. The star wheel drive
projections are " IJ " like Polyphon
but are as narrow as SYmPhonion.
Half their number have elongated
round drive holes, the others have
elongated holes with a pear-droP
shapi. Also 8 of the discs have
l00 holes in the peripherY and 3

have 104. 100 holes are correct as
they work with the stop mech-
aniim, whereas the 104 holer's
stop short of the tune. I don't
know the reason for this. Must
have been a factorY error. fn all
other respects the discs are iden-
tical.
Conventional appearance

All other features of the box
are customary to most other disc
boxes. The stop-start lever is the
vertical lever to the right of the
drive wheel. Roman numetal one
is written in pencil on the bottom
of the cabinel as well as on the
underside of the bed plate wood
fillers and on the cover over the
drive system. No marks aPPear
on the spring barrel or the governor
or the cirmb. Unlike the Sirion and
the New CenturY this mechanism
does not appear to be made bY
Mermod Freres.

One thing further-Number 300
is stamped on the bed Plate jus,t
to the fiont left of the drive wheel.
It is visible in one of the photo-
graphs. Number 242 is stamped on
the centre spindle rest, part of
which can be seen in the close-up
photograph.

Left: General view showing the
panelled motor cover to the right
of the bedplate. The disc-shifting
knob is visible centrally on the
front below the lock kev.
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Who made it?
UIjTIL about a year ago, collectors
and htstorians of mechanical musi_

Both these instruments operated
on si.milfar lines. A mechanism
was i_lcoporated whereby the centre
spindle of the musical- move,ment
could be moved slightly in towards
the_ comb, or out and away from it.
In both cases, the amount of'mwe-
ment was very small. The shift
had only to be about twice the
thickness of a star-wheel so that
another set of projections on the
disc could be brought into play.

The discs themselves looked no

rings of projections was somewhat
greater than normal. Then the

disc which oould play two different
tunes depending on the choice of

ont(o;

So much for the Sirion and the
Nerv Century. Bu! as with so
many musical box inventions, there

were more pa.tents to be found
tnan lnstruments to account for
them. As regardrs the shifting disc,
tnere was one patent unaccounted
lor.

Just over a
Bowers and I
Thames-side pu
cal boxes when
he had found a th,ing called a Tann-
hauser. Sadly his model was in-

The patent is found

parison with the fine pictures of Mr
Milton Bave's spec,imen-which
David Bowers learned of a little

later and put me in touch with ihe

suspected for some while and it is
safidying to be able to find the
missing link.

" This invention relates to a de-
vice for mecbanical .musical instru-.ments by means of which it is
possible to operate a music sheet
or disc which is provided with the
notes for two tunes in such a man-
ner.so that either tune of the sheet
can be repeated as often as desired
without i.t being necessary to hear
the second piece and without stop-
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ping the driving mechanism'
" The essential feature of the

inventio,n lies i,n the arrangement
of the pafts so as to allow the
displacement of the music sheet or
disi so that the notes of the differ-
ent tunes which are usuallY
arranged in a circular manner on
the disc, can be brought into oPera-
tion as required.

" It is thus possible bY me,ans of
this invention to operate the tunes
of a note sheet i,n anY desired

pletely finished ".

A German Patent ?

the bedplate, is dated either late
in 1897 br earlY in 1898. Another
job for our German members to
research !

Having established who invented
the Tannhause'r, we are n'o nearer
determining who actuallY made it'
It is unlikefu that Plessing was him-
self the nianufastur'er but it is

standing the arrival on the scene
of one 6r more other sPeci'mens to
the two already looated, the Tann-
hauser must remain a most rare

mechanism.

Roller Organ help needed
Al Withan writes from lltontana:

are not legible.-- Anv inlormation you could forward
to m6 would be greatly appreciated as

I would like to reprint the wording as

it was originallY.

more likely that he was in the
employment of some company
wh,ich- produced the instrument to
his desien. What is interesting is
that it- follows the cornPonent
arrangement stYle of the uPright
mechanism in that it has the motor
contained in a seParate comPart-
men't to the right of and quite clear
of the bedplate (see Page 279).

How ma,ny were made ? Mr
Bave's rnodel aPPears to indicate
a serial number- as high as 300' I

t:i r

ti4

Above: the surviving broken Part.
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A TOXOPHILITIC
ATTTOMATON

THOSE rvho attended the Summer meeting of the society in
London had the experience of seeing the very first open
demonstration of an extraordinary new automaton. This
diminutive piece, hand-carved from choice woods, is in the
form of an archer rvho takes arrows one by one from his
quiver, draws his bow, takes careful aim and then fires. The
creator of this piece is a young man called David Secrett and,
far from being an experimental prototype, he is making these
for Keith Harding who has the exclusive rights for their sale

THE art and craft of the auto-
maton-maker is one which is of
considerable antiquity and is ever-
present in all cultures and societies.
In primitive times, simple articu-
lated figures, crudely carved from
basic materials, relied for their
appreciation on a considerable
amount of imagination.

It was this quality of imagination
which has forever formed a baro-
meter of the eclectic appreciation
of autamata. From articulated
dolls dependent on considerable
imagination in order to enjoy
them, to the outstanding works of
the 18th and l9th century where
life-like realism of automata left

little to the imagination, but sur-
planted it by wonderment, makers
of automata have striven for their
success on increasing realism. On
page 284 there is an appreciation of
the works of Vaucanson which con-
cludes with some uncharitable
comment on the sum total of his
great work.

Precision engineering
It was masters such as ]aquet-

Droz, Maillardet, Vaucanson. Les-
chot and others who created not
just pretty novelties for the enjoy-
ment of the wealthy, but the whole
basis of precision engineering. Al-

though automata has become some-
thing of a previous ag,e, the capa-
bilities of automata have been
ever extended and the word sur-
vives in everyday useage (with al-
beit a somewhat sombre connota-
tion) as automation. One has only
to watch an automatic multi-head
lathe producing intricate compon-
ents quite automatically to appreci-
ate on the one hand that automata
are still with us, and on the other,
the huge gulf which separates us
from the automaton of the past.

In short, automata today no
longer are made to amuse us, but
to educate us, to do our work for
us and, in some measure at least, to
be an acceptable something be-
tween Frankenstein's monster and
Coppelia the clockwork doll.

And so this brines us to the
work of David Secretl who, fascin-
ated by the masterpieces of auto-
mata of the past, has sought to
recreate if not the actual pieces
themselves, then at least to show
that the skills and the patience
have not been bred out of us bv
prolonged exposure to the deca-
dence of the 20th century.
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David Secrett has devised con.
struction methods which he con-
siders are possibly unique to pro-
duce complex Dieces which are
actually dismountable and can be
taken to pieces and reassembled.
Highly-finished yew wood figures
incorporate the maximum possible
articulation from carved wooden
heads, limbs, hands in conjunction
with fretted chairs of Italian
baroque design, and turned and
moulded details.

Secrett's modern automata are
toxophilists and these he makes in
two basic types, one clockwork and
one hand-operated.

A seated figure dressed as an
English mediaeval archer in leather
jerkin, hood and boots, with a fine

hand. A notch in the flighted arrow
engages with the bow string as the
left arm, which is cranked. extends
and pulls the bow to the point of
maximum tension, whereupon it is
released to be sent a distance of
some six to eight feet (two to two-
and-a-half metres).

As the arrow is discharged, the
archer follows its progress with
his head. This is achieved in a
most realistic manner bv the use
of an unusual double-aiticulating
neck movement. He stamps his
foot at the moment of release. His
tongue sticks out. This cornpletes

the sequence for firing one arrow,
and the Diece will continue in
operation for a total of four
arrows at the conclusion of which
the mechanism is stopped.

The figure measures some ll]in
(39cm) high as it sits on its chair.
The front leg of the chair carries
the controls to the body and the
whole is on a velvet-covered base-
board upon a pleasantly-designed
panelled box which houses the

clockwork mechanism.
As an alternative, the head-

cranked manioelle model is similar
in operation but has no clockwork
motor. The mechanism, which
includes a total of 16 cams, is
turned by a worm gear and a crank.
Every operation can be watched
because this model stands on a
transparent Perspex (plexiglass)
disc and the figure is also made
with removable clothes.

Brass-bound birdsong
The mechanism of this singing bird (see also pages 5l and 127) comprises
a compact assembly of fusee-wound clockwork and a stack of finely-
executed brass cams, seen to the right of centre. Probably manufactured
by |aquet-Droz and Leschot in London, the piece belongs to Richmond
Mason. It is very similar to one shown on pages f68-f69 of Weiss-
Stauffacher.
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LOUIS AUGTJSTE
GROSCLAUDE

ON page 52I of Volume 6 of The
Music Bor, Piette Germain related
some of the history of L A
Grosclaude, the Geneva musical
box maker. Here he provides some
additional information on this man
whose portrait can be found on
page 175 of the present volume.

THE Christian names of Gros-
claude were Louis Auguste. He
was born in 1841, presumably at Le
Locle, and died in 1915. He was,
therefore, not the Auguste Gros-
claude who worked with Olivier
Quartier c1825 (see introduction to
the previous article), although he
could be his son, but this has still
to be checked.

He was associated with Auguste
Perrelet from 1871 to mid-1874
under the trade name of A Perrelet
et Cie. Grosclaude was a maker 0n

his own, I believe, from 1874 to
1879/1880. From the end of 1879
to 1889, he was a professor of alge-
bra, geometry, astronomy and tech-
nical drawing at the Ecole d'Hor-
logerie de Gendve which was
founded in 1824.

I possess a picture of him (see
page I75): he looks impressive. I
have also a photocopy of his signa-
ture and a description done in 1877
/ 1878 of an important improve-
ment he introduced in a Doix
cdleste which was exhibited in
Paris in 1878 and for which he
received a silver medal. It is
probably to this improvement that
Grosclaude refers in the advertise-
ment illustrating my previous
article.

Dutch to ban organ exports?
THE Dutch government is consid-
ering introducing legislation to pre-
vent the traffic in street organs.

Following publication of a book
which highlighted the loss to the
Netherlands heritage through the
sales of organs abroad (see page
203) it is reported that moves are
afoot to regulate the export of
three categories of goods now
classified as of 'national importance
to Holland - and these include

carillons and street organs.
So far sales have deprived the

nation of many fine instruments,
the latest and most controversial
being the export of De Klok to
Australia. Lack of skilled care and
improper care usually means that
once they leave Holland their lives
are short.

Already the Kring van Draai-
orgelvrienden is at work preparing
an inventory of all organs.
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A PROTOTYPE
CHANGEABLE BOX

Comments on a particularly interesting musical mouement

ONCE in a while there comes to
light a musical box which is of
sufficient rarity 'to warrant much
more than just passing attention or
fleeting curiosity. The instrument
illustrated on these pages is an
example of such an item.

The invention of the interchange-
able cylinder musical box dates
from the period when key-winding
was being superceded by lever
winding, namely the early 1850's.
While there are many lever-wound
interchangables, the survival of
key-wound models is very rare.

The reasons for this are simple.
The mechanisms were not in mass-
production, each model was individ-
ually conceived and realised. Be-
cause techniques of design practised
in later years had yet to be per-
fected, they were not as resistant
to accidental damage as were later
production models. Systems to
prevent damage to the comb during
cylinder-changing were rudimen-
tary.

The musical box which is the
subject of this article fits into this
very early category. The maker is

unknown although there are some
features which suggest that it
could have come from Ducommun
Girod or Langdorfi. However, fea-
tures of the comb are similar to
those seen on early boxes by Met-
ert. It was not until 1860 that
Amadde Paillard produced the first
practical interchangeable cylinder
boxes. The piece we are looking at
here could be up to ten years
earlier.

Features of this box lead one to
the conclusion that it is not onlv
a very early model indeed, but thal
it could be a prototype. The rea-
sons for this centre on the fact that
the dial-plate or index which relates
to the changing mechanism, des-
cribed further otr, is somewhat
crudely impressed with separate
letter-punch characters. A produc-
tion model, one feels, would have
had a neatly engraved instruction
plate. Other features, undoubtedly
original, are somewhat crudely exe-
cuted suggesting more of an ex-
perimental mechanism than one to
be oftered for sale to a discerning
public.

Unusual titling
Another feature which is anomal-

ous is the titling of the cylinders
which accompany the box. These
are stamped one below the other
into the brass of the cylinder itself
prior to the insertion of the pins.

At first sight, the overall appear-
ance of the box suggests a normal
six or eight-air musical movement
in a typical 1840-50 style case with
drop left-end flap, inlaid lid with
three equally-spaced lines of box-
wood purfling. Inside the box,
there is neither tunesheet nor
inner lid, these having never been
fitted.

The mechanism has been modi-
fied at some time during later

Two pictures of the movement
with the cylinder removed. In the
upper view can be seen the engage-
ment of the spring-barrel locking
shaft teeth, the open bearing for
the cylinder arbor and the upturned
tips of the comb teeth. Left: A
further view highlighting the iuxta-
position of the parts. The comb
screws have no washers.
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of production changeable cylinder
boxes, the arrangement of salient
parts remains as for a normal
single - cylinder movement. The
power from the spring is let down
through the cylinder arbor to the
governor which is in the conven-
tional position at the opposite end
to the spring. This calls for a means
of locking the spring while it is
under power so that the cylinder
can be removed.

Praciical solution
The problem has been solved in

a simple, practical way. A shaft
passes the barrel drive teeth, its
lower end retained in a bearing
cast integrally with the bedplate,
and its upper end terminating at a
sheet brass dial plate or index (re-
ferred to earlier). This has a bent
up flange secured to the case front
with two woodscrews.

years, not, as one might have ex-
pected in a period of moderisation,

. to render it from key to lever-wind
(this is sometimes found). but to
add another two wheels and two
pinions, all heavily founded, into
the winding system with the appar-
ent aim of making winding easier.
Did, one wonders, the previous
owner suffer from arthritis? This
cumbersome mechanism in no way
interfers with the mechanism and
the only damage to the case is an
extra hole for the new position of
the winding key which passes
through the end flap. The inter-
esting possibility exists that this
modification may also date from
the key-wind period, since by far
the most practical alteration, had
such an alteration been requested
at a later date, would have been to
modify the winding by the very
simple addition of a winding lever.
Ample space is available for this
to have been carried out.

An important and interesting
feature is that unlike the majority

The three upper views show details of the musical box controls and the
positioning of the locking bar shown in the drawing overleaf. In the
picture immediately above can be seen the open bearing for the right hand
end of the cylinder arbor. Note the horn on the stop/start detent which
is lifted by the action of opening the bearing so as to free the governor
and allow it to turn as required.
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Here the arbor bearing is closed with the cylinder in place. The nib of
the locking bar, centre foreground, is engaged to prevent opening even
if the locking screw is unlocked. For obvious reasons, the stop/start
detent runs in an open flange rather than the usual annular channel.
The drawing below shows the principles of operation.

This shaft has a flat formed on
one side so that, when this flat
side is aligned parallel with the
crowns of the barrel drive teeth,
there is clearance for the spring
barrel to turn. In this position, the
index pointer indicates that the
mechanism may be played, the
normal stop/start lever being used.
However, if the index is turned, so
turning the shaft, teeth cut into
the shaft now engage in those of
the motor drive cog, so preventing
the mechanism from moving. As
can be understood, the enormous
pressure exerted on this shaft by
the spring, which may be fully
wound, has to be resisted and this
is achieved by the large lug on the
bedplate: the pressure here is, of
course, exerted downwards.

That this is quite original there
is no doub't. for the addition to the

brass bedplate is cast in and the
case furniture (the quarter-round
beading pieces which locate the
movement in the box), is shaped
to clear this lug.

Secondary purposes

While the primary function of
this shaft is to lock the spring
power, it does serve a secondary
purpose. At the bottom end of the
shaft, after it has passed through
the lug on the bedplate, it carries
a small pinion engaging in a racked
arm. The action of turning the
index to lock the spring power also
shifts the rack lever which in turn
moves a locking arm which pre-
vents the removal of the cylinders
unless the index is pointing to the
correct position. Small steel exten-
sion plates on the arbor bearing

hinged upper parts prevent the
hinged portions being unlocked
until the index shaft has locked
the spring.

The sequence of cylinder-chang-
ing is to stop the box at the end
of a tune (although the movement
is basically of the three-lever type
and the bedplate is pierced for an
instant stop control, no instant
stop is fitted and there is no indica-
tion that it ever was; the necessary
hole in the inner half of the case
end is present but plugged) and
then to move the small pointer on
the power-locking shaft to the
" change " position as indicated on
the index plate.

Next the two long shafts with
their knurled knobs are turned to
unlock the cylinder arbor bearing
upper halves. These locking pieces
aie themselves half dog-shaped to
effect the locking. The bearing caps
can now be lifted.

The cylinders have slightlY ex-
tended arbor ends and these are
now taken hold of. The operation
of changing cylinders demands more
than the usual care and skill to
prevent comb damage and it !c
perhaps significant that the comb
has survived in perfect condition,
indicating that, in spite of the re-
vised winding system, perhaps it
has not had too much use.

Comb characteristics

So far, little has been said about
the comb, yet here we find some-
thing else
tips of ap
the comb
wards are curved upwards. The
reason for this is unknown although
it has been suggested that this maY
have been a measure introduced to
reduce chances of comb damage.
This seems a little unlikely, but
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obviously there must have been a
reason.. This type of comb charac-
teristic has been seen before on
boxes variously attributed either
to Malignon or to Metert.

In the photograoh shown here,
the extraneous wincling gearing has
been removed, but it is in place in
the picture on the cover.

The system of power-locking
was subsequenlly re-vamped by
Billon-Haller in 1890-91 when he
granted two patents for improve-
ments in the mechanisms of inter-
changeable cylinder musical boxes.
In these, he used a continuously-
rotating worm gear engaged in the

spring barrel gear and to lock the
power, the depthing of this worm
was varied. This was necessarv
because he maintained the normal
relationship between motor, cylin-
der and governor assembly.

The music played by this
mystery box includes extracts
from Semiramis, Lucia de Lamam-
our, Nabucco, La Prophete and
William Tell. There is nothing
particularly outstanding in the
arrangement of the music.

The box is included in the auc-
tion sale at Christie's South Ken-
sington on October 20. Whilst it is
not normally the policy of The

Music Box to refer editorially
to the items which may be in forth-
coming sales, the importance of this
one item was felt to warrant a
departure from the rule.

The Music Bor is grateful to
committee member Christopher
Proudfoot for permitting the de-
tailed examination of th;s box, and
for his observations following his
close inspection of it. All photo-
graphs, including a number taken
specially f.or The Music Box, are
by Christie's South Kensington to
whom the Editor expresses his
sincere thanks.

Angelus
Brinsmead
FOR the player piano enthusiasf
an instrument which plays both 65
and 88 note rolls is covetted.

Among the very many types of
piano made and player action pro'
duced, the instruments made in
London by ]ohn Brinsmead are
renowned for both tonal excellence
and artistic appearance, and the
Angelus action, with its unusual
diaphragm pneumatics, is
recognised as a durable and power-
ful player action.

This fine specimen, number
64637 which dates it as having been
made around 19L2, belongs to
Simon Haskel in Putney. Seen
(right) with the front panel
removed, the unusual positioning
of the drive motor indicates
the multiple ability of the spool-
box. Fitted with spool drive
chucks on both sides, it will play
rolls of both standard and full-scale
format and also rolls tracking from
bottom spool to top by the simple
reversal of the take-up spool.

Roll tracking is by means of the
large wheel iust visible to the right
of the tracker bar. Change from
65 to 88 note action is achieved
by the raising or lowering of a
blind over one of the two tracker
bars.



BARREL ORGAN REDIVIVT]S
Part t

Chelmsford's
Black Chapel

Introduction by
Roger Booty

I HAVE found that it is not verv
often that local newspapers prini
anything to do with mechanical
music and when they do it usually
involves weird mis-spellings of
Marenghi or Gavioli when they
describe the fair organ at a traction
engine rally or similar affair.

Last February however, one of
my " locals ", the Chelmsford
Weekly News, came up with a
photo of society member Freddie
Hill with the barrel*organ he had
restored for the Black Chapel. Now,
if you speak of the Black Chapel
when in mid-Essex there is a fair
chance that you will not be ans-
wered by blank stares, especially
if the person you're speaking to
travels occasionally on the Al30
from Chelmsford to Great Dun-
mow, because it is by this road the
chapel stands. Usually it is refer-
red to as being in the one mile
distant village of Ford End. but is
actually in North End, although
that hamlet is a half mile from the
main road.

The chapel was built in the early
.l 
5th century and is a rare example

of a timber framed medi:val chapel
with a priests house attached. It
is a " peculiar " chapel, that is,
outside the jurisdiction of the
Bishop of ttre Diocese and of the

local vicar and has never been a
parish church so has no burials or
marriages. It is now managed by a
group of trustees.

Services are held every Sunday
and the barrel organ is often used.
The caretaker, who gave me the
historical information, lives in the
adjoining priests house and will
gladly open the chapel at any
reasonable time. But please do not
call on a Saturday afternson as
this is his one half day oft and he
Ekes watching sport on television.

Restoration by
Freddie Hill

BLACK CHAPEL is a rare example
of a surviving ecclesiastical build-
ing entirely timber framed and with
a priest's house attached. It dates
from the l4th century and features
a charming simplicity of design
both inside and out. The original
box pews are still in situ as is a
mediaeval screen as well as some
older carved pews. It has a tiny
West Gallery on which there stands
the subject of this article, a fine
barrel organ which, with its unusual
twin towers of gilded pipes, pre-
sents a handsome appearance when
viewed from ground level.

Black Chapel was severely dam-
aged by enemy bombing during the
last war and has recentlv been
restored to excellent condiiion. It
now looks very much as it did in
the early l9th century when it was
at the peak of its use.

I discovered the barrel organ in
1962 at which time I had it photo-
graphed and took particulars of the
instrument. Twelve vears later-
in 1974- I was com-missioned to
rebuild and restore the organ to
good playing order.

The organ had been silent for

about one hundred years and was
in a deplorable state of disrepair.
A great many of the pipes were
missing.

After removing the organ to my
workshop at Shackleford, I have
completely rebuilt the instrument
and it is playing well. The work
involved was pretty extensive and
I had to build a completely new
frame, remake the bellows and do
a considerable amount of work on
the pipework which including fit-

Far left: Freddie Hill with the
organ during re-erection at the
Black Chapel, shown in the head-
ing picture. Immediately above can
be seen the organ after restoration
showing its unusual and tasteful
appearance.
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ting a rank of 28 pip:s adapted
from a second hand pipes to form
a 15th stop, and providing several
new pipes to the Principal.

Action repair included a remake
of the sticker action and other tasks
involved making a new foot blower,
new rack boards and so on.

The barrels required a lot of re-
pinning work and some wrong notes
and harmonies corrected. New
barrel drive wheels had to be made
and fitted.

During repair and restoration
work on the wood pipes, it was
found that some of the treble pipes
of the Stopped Diapason probably
date from the lSth century. The
metal pipes, incidentally, are cone-
tuned.

Rededicated
On Saturday,.February 2l this

year, I took the organ back to
Black Chapel and set it up. The
following day, being Sunday, I
played the organ for a service of
re-dedication and the congregation
sang two hymns from the barrels
successfully. The barrel organ is
now once more in regular use.

For the technically-minded, the
specifications of the organ is as
follows: The maker is unknown.
The organ stands on the West
Gallery and has a fine mahogany
case with two towers and gilded
display pipes, and two central flats

If you look up Ford End under the
county of Essex in Langwill &
Boston's Church & Chamber Barrel
Organs, you will find the cryptic
comment : " In very poor state in
West Gallery (1965) ". It is there-
fore all the more reassuring for the
preservationist to see these pictures
of the organ which were taken
during its restoration at the begin-
ning of this year. On the left is a
general view of the instrument
without its casewirrk in place. The
mitred bass pipes of the stopped
diapason - a measure taken by the
builder to reduce the overall
height-can clearly be seen. The
detail picture on the right shows
some of the early pipework which
survived in the organ. The feet of
these stopped wooden flues are
cleaved to an octagonal section
save where they are rounded ofi
where they enter the soundboard.
Lathe-turned feet for wooden pipes
came somewhat later. The light-
coloured timber crossing in front
of the pipes and dovetailed at the
right is a cross piece in the build-
ing frame. Below is a view of the
completed instrument showing irc
tasteful and unusual lines.

with carved trefoil decorations.
Overall dimensions are: height 7ft
6in Q.29m); width 3ft 3in (0-.99m):
depth 2ft 4|in ((0.725m). Date of
construction c1830-,10.

There are 28 notes with compass
as shown below. There are 

-100

Diapason
Diapason
enth 2ft.

The orga
on lf,in
pressure.
rs rn con
reservoir with double fold.

two barrels. each
(75cm\ long. One
of 8jin (2I.5cm),
n (l9cm).

Music performed
The tunes played are as follows

-there are l0 tunes on each barrel:
Barrel f
No. Title Meter Keul. St Anne CM b2. St fames CM A3. Bedford CM D4. (unidentified) CM D5. New York CM D6. Darwalls 6.d.6.6.8.8 D7. Montgomery l0,l0,fl,lf, D8. Manchester CM D9. Double Chant D
10. Abridge CM D

Barrel II
No. Title Meter Keul. Old Hundredth LM A2. Hanover l0,l0,ll,ll, A3. St Stephen CM A4. Evening Hymn LM A
5. Mount Ephraim SM D
6. Adeste Fidelis Irregular A
7. Abingdon CM A
8. Easter Hymn PM D
9. Calcutta 87,87,47 D

10. Luthers 8,7,8,7,8,8,7 A

CREDITS
The picture .of the organ with Freddie
HilI, page 276, lou:er left, is reproduced
with grateful acknouledgement to The
Chelmsford Weekly News. ?fte heading
picture of the Black Chapel is ba
Roger Bootg. The remainder are bg
Freddie Hill.
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THE EROICA
AMONG the multiple.disc musical boxes, the example
which survives in the greatest numbers is the Sym-
phonion Eroica, described on page 279. The
mechanism of this 3O0-toothed instrument is
extremely interesting. While it would operate
pefectly well with three copies of the same disc, the
full beautiful effect was only apparent when a set of
the three special discs, marked A, B and C, were used.
The comb mechanism was described as Sublime
Harmonie Piccolo and Piano. The descriptive litera-
ture reads: " The unexcelled capacity of modulating
produced by this instrumenf produces musical eftects
which nevet have been heard before in anv mechanical
Music Box."

The disposition of the 12 combs, the two large
spring motors and the coin-freed operation are clearly
shown in these pictures of a specimen belonging to
Keith Harding.

At least half a dozen difterent styles of Eroica were
produced. The basic Style No 38 featured a disc-
storage base built integrally with the case. This base
was sometimes hinged as a storage bin, or was only
accessible by opening the main, glazed and gilded door.
The wholelvas surmounted by a gallery top. Style 38a
was similar but featured a carved wooden door and a
Lenzkirch clock on top. Style 38b featured a slightly
shorter, but infinitely more orante, fully-carved case,
also with a clock on top. just 99 sets of disc titles
were available in the catalogue.
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DISC MUSICAL BOX
DEVELOPMENT

byArthurWJGOrd-Hume
first to develop the proper acoustic
case wherein a deep, well-finished
box was equipped with a musical
movement screwed firmlv to a
soundboard bottom, and tlie spring
driving motor was separated in a
compartment to one side, usually
the right. What virtually had been
created was a horizontal upright
musical box and, if you stand an
instrument on its side, with the
motor compartment downwards,
you will see that the machine is
nothing more that a horizontal
arrangement of a vertical model
as distinct from the former arrange-
ment where in the one you had a
horizontal iuxtaposition of com-
ponents which was quite different
to that used in the vertical
machines.

Superb'tone

The increase in volume which
this arrangement produced led
other makers to adopt the acoustic
cabinet and after Adler (and with
it Zimmermann's other box, the
Fortuna), came the superb tone of
the Lochmann Original and the
larger sizes of Kalliope.

The acoustic cabinet also
featured in Regina with the l5*in
short bed-plate model being best
known to collectors today. Even
so, it would seem that Symphonion
continued to rely on the silvery
tones of their normally-arranged
table models, enhanced by the
sublime harmonie arrangement of
their combs. Similarly, Polyphon
seldom went in for acoustic design,
preserving in production the mid-
1880 construction and design
styles up to the piano ochestrion
period.

In Switzerland, the large upright
Britannia was made in one style
with a double back piano-type
sounding board and a small, long
narro\M door at the back of each
side could be opened to increase the
apparent volume of sound.

Wall reflection

Polyphon among others always
advised users of upright models
to stand them against a wall and
tip them slightly so that the back
whs pressed against the wall and

the weight was taken on the front
case feet. A wooden cross member
was provided to this end near the
top of the case back. This way, the
wall could be used to reflect the
sound and improve the volume and
Irequency response.

Aside
the disc
through
opment
methods whereby a machine was
able to play two or more discs at
once, and on machines which could
change their own disc automatic-
ally. A third and final phase is
represented by a breed oi instru-
ment which was hardly a develop-
ment of the disc musical box. but

tions in chronological order, then,
we have:

Multiple disc musical boxes

The most renowned multi-disc
machine is without question the
Symphonion Eroica which played
no fewer than three discs af once.
This instrument was patented by
Oskar Paul Lochmann and his Brif-
ish patent is number 18,356 dated
September 30, 1893. It was intro-
duced to the British market by
London agent Henry Klein it
Christmas, 1895. This spectacular
upright musical box with its three
hundred comb teeth arranged in
six combs, two per disc, was
expensive at 65 guineas (€68.25).
Three l4in (35.5cm) discs were
used and these could either be
three copies of the same disc or
specially-made sets marked A, B
and C. Large numbers were made
and the type is not uncommon
throughout Europe. American-made
models survive but are not so
prolific.

In America, the Symphonion
Manufacturing Company also pro-
duced a triple disc machine, only
this played its three discs side-by-
side in a piano-style cabinet. This
used three l7fin ('[4.8cm) in
diameter and again discs were
produced in sets of three. These

THE disc musical box developed
along some particularly interesting
lines, certainly as regards what we
generally call the table model which
plays its disc horizontally.

The first production Symphonion
featured a diagonal iron bedplate in
a small square wooden case. This
was soon altered to a rectangular
bedplate arranged centrally across
the broader width of the rectangu-
lar case. This allowed small sound-
boards to be screwed either side of
the bedplate. The first Polyphon,

- the smallest - had a square
case with a full-sized, square bed-
plate which deflected the sound
down through the bottom of the
box.

Just as cylinder boxes very rapid-
ly acquired feet to allow the sound
to pass via the bottom to the open
air, disc machines also acquired
feet of one form or another-some
being attractively turned, others
being rudimentary extensions to
the case sides.

In all instances, the clockwork
motor of the early disc machine was
underneath the bedplate. When
the first upright machine was made
with the clockwork placed below
the musicwork bedplate rather
than interposed between it and
the case back (or back in this in-
stance), the improvement in tone
was marked and it did not take
manufacturers long to appreciate
the tonal advantages to be gained
from leaving clear space between
bedplate and case.

Acoustic case

Probably the first to put theory
into practice was Bruno Ruckert
with the Orphenion wherein, al-
though the motor remained below
the bedplate, the bedplate was now
extended to bring motor and gov-
ernor to one side of the case. This
same style of extended bedplate
was to become a feature of the
Swiss Stella and Mira as well as
the larger Regina and Pol5phon
machines.

While some manufacturers were
experimenting with soundposts to
provide a direct acoustic connec-
iion between bedplate and case,
the Adler (significantly built in
Bruno Ruckert's old factory after
his business had closed) was the
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are unknown in Europe and very
rare in America (see page 89).

As well as triDles, Symphonion
in both Leipzig and Asbury Park
made tw,n-disc models. The Leip-
zig product was a table machine
which used 1lf in (30cm) discs
mounted horizontally side by side.
This was also made in America for
a time, but the philosophy which
produced Imperial's vertical side-
by-side triple was used to create a
similar-styled twin disc version
which also used l7tin ('t4.8cm)
discs. Due to the short-lived pro-
duction of the Imperial Symphon-
ion, these models are very rare in
America and are unknown in
Europe. The Leipzig-style table
twin survives in small numbers in
Europe while the Asbury Park-
built model of the same style sur-
vives in very small quantities in
America.

Polyphon made a twin vertical
side-bv-side version of the 24I"
(62.5cm) but none is known io
survive. The same can be said of
the Fortuna Orchestrion, a twin
version of the 26" (66.5cm) model.
This was produced under both
Adler and Fortuna names. This
appeared in London in 1900, stood
six feet high, five feet wide and cost
a staggering f,90. Few can have
been sold at that price.

Lochmann's " Original " was pro-
duced as a double which played two
24|in (62cm) discs. This was in
1903. However, of all the multiples
made, one was radically different
from all others. This was the
Monopol Gloria, only one example
of which is known and this is in
the collection of J B Nethercutt.
The instrument plays two 26frin
(70cm) discs vertically, one above
the other, from a common drive
wheel with contrate teeth so that
the discs rotate in opposite direc-
tions (see page 1761.

Self-changers
The first patent for a musical

box which changed its own discs
came relatively early on in the
history of the disc machine. Brit-
ish Patent number l7,ll3 of Sep-
tember 24, 1892 was taken out by
E and C Stransky for a coin-oper-
ated disc musical box which
changed its tunes. Nothing then
happened until 1896 when E P
Riessner of Polyphon received
British Patent number 11,469 dated
May 26, 1896 for a tune-changing
device for a coin-operated disc
musical box.

Next came E Breslauer with
British Patent number 9308 dated
April 22, 1898 for a similar device
upon which he improved with an-
other patent granted on October 4,

1898 - number 20,913. Gustave
A Brachhausen was granted British
Patent number 5569 dated March
14, 1899 for a self-changer which
was obviously the Polyphon. Brit-
ish Patent number 9688 of May 8,
1899, was granted to the agent of
Hermann Thorens for a disc -
changer, and number 16,883 was
granted to W A Drysdale for a
changer and tune counter on Aug-
ust 19, 1899.

E P Riessner's British Patent
number 23,200 of November 21,
1899, was unusual in that it covered
a changeable-disc mechanism whose
discs had radial slots from centre
to periphery so that the disc could
be taken oft and put on without
moving the pressure bar. British
Patent number 24,877 of December
14, 1899, went to Fabrik Loch-
mann'scher Musikwerk for a self-
changing Symphonion. On May 29,
1900, G Varrelman was awarded
Patent number 9913 for a self-
changer as was Gustave Brachhau-
sen for an improved system on
September 20, 1900 with British
Patent number 16,794. Barnett
Henry Abrahams of St. Croix
received a similar patent (number
21,215) on November 23, 1900 and
the 'following year, on fuly 12, Fab-
rik Lochmann'scher Musikwerke
was granted British Patent number
14,249 for an improved self-chang-
ing Symphonion. The company
received another patent, number
2583 dated fanuary 31, 1902, for a
horizontal self-changer.

A number of these patented in-
ventions never seem to have seen
the light of day. For example, no
self-changing Britannia is known,
nor is there a self-changing Edel-
weiss. Models which do survive,
however, comprise Regina (large
numbers), Polyphon (scarce) and
Symphonion (only two known).

Regina changers were styled
Corona, the smallest being the
l5{in (39.8cm) Regina Corona.
Next was the 2Ofrin (52.4cm) Sub-
lima Corona and then the 27in
(68.6cm) Orchestral Corona. The
32in (8l.3cm) piano orchestrion
was also a self-changer using the
same disc-change system.

Polyphon changers began with
several models of the 15]in
(39.8cm) which are today very rare,
the l9$in (50cm) model which is
rare; the 22!in (56cm) model several
of which are known: the 24*in
(62.5cm) model, several of which
are known.

Symphonion listed two difierent
types of disc changing l4in (35.5cm)
instrument. Both were horizontal
machines. The first style played
through 25 discs, discarding each

one after playing, allowing them to
pass through a slot in the back of
the case on to the table (or floor)
behind. The second operated along
more conventional principles al-
though this, too, was a table
machine. This stored eight discs
in a horizontal rack. The lid of
this model had a clear glass panel
in it so that the mechanism could
be watched. None of either model
is known to survive. Several stvles
of the 2Ilin (54cd upright jelf-
changer were made, each contain-
ing basically the same changing
mechanism similar to that used by
Regina and Polyphon. Only two of
these are known to survive.

Phonopectines
Disc-playing musical boxes in-

corporating a means of adjusting
the mechanism so that gramophone
or phonograph recordings could be
played I have styled phonopec-
tines.+ The best known of the
breed and the one which survives
in largest quantities is the Regina-
phone. Regina musical boxes which
could be fitted with attachments
for playing discs comprised the
l2[in (3l.2cm) which came as
either a table or a console model
and the extra items totalled $25:
l5|in (39.8cm) available in several
styles of table model and consoles;
202in (52.4cm) table models in
different style cases; 27in (68.6cm)
one style in massive console-style
cabinet, of which, according to
Bowerst only ten were made.

The Swiss-made Mira also pro-
duced as a phonopectine and,
apparently, sold well in America.
None is known, though. Lochmann
made provision for optional attach-
ments to his " Original " Concerto
Piano disc machine.

Two models of the Polyphon
were also so-provided. In Germany
these were known as Polygraphons
but in English-speaking areas they
were named Gramo-Polyphon. Both
l5]in (39.8cm) and 24lin (62.5cn)
models were available but none is
known today.

The principle of operation varied.
Some of these were belt-and-pulley-
driven turntables which were
carried on fixed pivots fitted to the
bedplate, others used spigotted
turntables which engaged with a
dogged spindle which formed an
extension to a suitable wheel arbor
in the gear train. At all times,

rShould anyone question the etymology
of a word that is half Gteek (phonos-
sound) and half Latin (pectin 

- comb),
then he should consider the word
teletsisionl
tEncylopedia of Automatic Musical
Instruments, p.202.
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though, the spindle for playing the
record on was not the same as that
used for the comb-playing disc for
the simole reason that the latter
was too large in diameter. A tone-
arm and diaphragm sound-box was
provided which engaged with a
suitable opening in the case. With
the early, smaller instruments, the
entire sound-producing part was
very much an add-on affair, tone-
arm, sound-box and large wood or
metal horn being carried on a
special bar which had to be clamped
to the side of the musical box case.
The Reginaphone used the space
under the music-box bedplate as
an acoustic box or amplifier which

served equally well for gramophone
record and musical box disc and,
certainly as a musical box, these
sounded extremely good as all
American collectors know.

Nevertheless, an instrument
modified to serve two fundament-
ally difterent functions can seldom
be expected to perform either func-
tion perfectly. At best the phono-
pectine must have made either a
poor gramophone or a poor musical
box. Maybe Reginaphones came
closest to a common perfection,
but the need to proceed with the
perfection of the mechanism died
almost immediately with the disc
musical box era.

MORE LIGHT ON
LIMONAIRE

CONCURRENT with the publication on page 2r3 of our
article on the paradoxical Limonaire Freres, the journal of
the Kring van Draaiorgelvrienden, Het Pierement, published
a series of articles on researches by KVD members into
Limonaire. This strange coincidence becomes all the more
interesting when we find that Het Pierement's material
concerns the other Limonaire daughter and her recollections.
Here, in a translation by Saskia Fry and with permission of
Jan van Dinteren, KVD's editor, we present a collage of these
articles
IT took a lot of time and trouble
to gather enough information to
compose an acceptable article about
one of the organ manufacturers
that has influenced the organ scene
today, e.g. the firm Limonaire
Frdres in Paris.

It is remarkable that, when in-
quiring among the real organ-fans,
nobody knew who or what Limon-
aire Frdres were. Apparently no-
body has ever bothered to find out
more about the identity of the many
beautiful Limonaire organs. Al-
though we were wished a lot of
success with our inquiries by
foreign owners of Limonaire organs,
they seemed afraid that docu-
mentation material would be
obtained from the only surviving
member of the family: Madame
Flament-Limonaire.

The one who was not secretive
and let me even copy an original
letter from Madame Flament, was
Marcel Colau in France, owner of
several French organs of which one
is a 60-key Limonaire. This letter
meant the start of this article.

The letter is dated in 1972 and
comes from one of the daughters
(or the only daughter): Madame M
Flament-Limonaire, 37 Rue Borg-
hese, Neully-sur-Seine. It must be

noted that she has died since then.
She writes to Marcel Colau:

tes

:T
several members of the f"#f?
settled in Paris. My grandfather
Antoine Limonaire lived in 20 Rue
des Petits Champs, if I remember
rightly. It was a big house, which
still exists. After the 1870 war a
perfumery moved in. After the
death of my grandfather, my father,
Camille Limonaire, who was very
musical, ran the business with hii
brother who supervised the
workersl.

" Antoine came in contact with
an Italian playing a barrel-organ on
the streets. This instrument was
practically finished but it was his
sole means of support. Grandfather
told the Italian that he had some
knowledge of pianos and that he
would see what he could do with
the barrel-organ. He was lucky to
get it going again. That was the
start of the Limonaires in organs,
continued my father, who later
became famous. I have been in
contact with Raymond Bovy in
Belgium. He owns a Limonaire
which stayed hidden during three

Franco-German wars.2 He will pro.
bably be able to give more informa.
tion3.

" Camille Limonaire has given a
recital for the E L Francaisea and
has been called " grand-constructor
No. I of the world ".

" Sir, this is what I want to tell
you. I am old and very busy at the
moment and very tired. If I
happen to remember anything else
that might be of interest to you
I will let you know. I honoured my
father, a hard worker and a verv
good and simple man.

" With my best wishes - 37 Rue
Borghese, Neuilly-sur-Seine, in the
" Home du Pharmacien ", Seine
Port, dated l2th November. M G
Flament-Limonaire ".

b
o
onaire had two sons. Camille and
Eugdne, who would later found the
firm Limonaire Frdres.

As Madame Flament wrote,
father Limonaire was dealing with
pianos, the brothers Limonaire
manufactured fair - attractions. It
is not clear how they started. They
had about 40 employees.

]aap Stuy, a well-known fair-
worker from Sliedrecht in Holland,
writes in a letter dated 22nd April,
1975, the following.

" The machines the firm Limon-
aire built were mainly the so called
" velodr6mes " - bicycle mills -an original English design by
Savage of Kings Lynn. In 1865
Savage gave the licensing rights for
the continent to Limonaire in Paris.
In England this contraption was
called " velocipede " and was in
the open air. Later a steam engine
was added and it was put under
cover in a tent.

Jaap Stuy owns the only remain-
ing velodr6me in Holland. An ad-
vertisement from 1927 of Ed Rod-
rigus from Gent, Belgium ofiering
for sale " a bicycle mill of a l0
metre diameter, \trith 10 chairs for
2 persons, and 20 bicycles making
a total of ,10 seats and with a 54-
key Limonaire organ ".

This is the machine that still
exists and owned by |aap Stuy. The
velodr6me has mirrors in the pillars,
outer edge and wings, and a remark-
able feature is that instead of a
cog-wheel it has a rubber-belt drive.
This was attached to the inside of
the bicycles and caused far less
noise than a cog-wheel drive would.
The l0 metre diameter machine
was the most popular, although
Limonaire sold 2 or 3 pieces of- a
9 metre and just one of a 12 metre
diameter. In total probably 100
were made, of which maybe only
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one is still in existance. Mr Stuv
also writes that in the pedals of
the bicycles the name Limonaire-
Paris has been moulded. On the
front of the bicycles are the initials
E R, which means that Ed Rodrigus
ordered the velodrdme from
Limonaire.

According to Leon Ffonorez, and
contrary to what Madame Flament
wrote about the start of the build-
ing of organs, the organ activities
started really seriously when
Charles Anciaume, an Italian who
used to work for Gavioli, joined
the firm. He was nicknamed " le
pdre Anciaume ", and came origin-
ally from Geraardsbergen, Belgium,
where he either made or repaired
cylinder organs.

Only one generation of Limon-
aires was involved in building
organs. Camille and Eugdne had no
children who could continue the
business. If Madame Flament was
the only child of Camille is not
known. Eugdne was mainly con-
cerned with manufacturing velo-
dr6mes, Camille with manufactur-
ing organs. According to Mr Hon-
orez, Camille could tune organs.

Organ construction

Now we are coming to the manu-
facture of the organs. The bigger
pieces were built in the Rue Claude
Decamp, the finishing touches were
done in the Avenue Daumesnil.
Limonaire had, after Gavioli fin-
ished trading, for some time a fac-
tory in Waldkirch, Germany, which
was probably managed first by
Richard, then by Alfred Bruder.
Here Limonaire organs were built
with German influences. They
difter from the French. It is still
possible to find examples o'f these
in England. They had also premises
in the Rue Plantin in Brussels,
where organs could be repaired,
and there were agenc.es in Lyon,
London and Spain.

One of the music arrangers - a
" noteur " - af Limonaire's was a
certain Blanche, who was friendly
with Carl Frei Senior during his
French period.

With the separation of Church
and State in France, many organ
builders were out of. work and a
number turned to manufacturing
mechanical organs. There was a
family Driivers, originally Dutch.
Father Driivers found work as
organ-builder with the firm Annee-
sens in Menen, Belgium. His sons
were Urbain, Denis and Ernest.
Denis Driivers found work with
Limonaire and to him must be con-
tributed the remarkable fast mech-
anism for note repetition so charac-

teristic of the Limonaire organs.
Ernest did repair work for fair-
organs in Lidge, Belgium, while the
brothers Urbain and Denis, before
World War I, made mechanisms
for player pianos in Paris.

Soci6t6 Limonaire
Designer and draughtsman of the

fronts of the Limonaire organs was
Zotocornella, an Italian by origin.
His studio was in Avenue Taille-
bourg, across from the firm Mar-
enghi. Zotocornella also worked
for them. The organ statues came
from southern Tyrol, probably from
one of the firms of Demetz, who
worked for so many organ manu-
facturers. After the death of
Camille and EugBne Limonaire, the
firm carried on for a while under
the name Soci6t6 Limonaire, with
a certain Toutain as director. At
an exhibition in Brussels in 1935,
Leon Honorez heard talk about this
society. They were represented
with a roundabout with big boxes
in which the public could sit. The
lids of these boxes could be opened
or closed like a changed version of
a " caterpillar ", in French called
" chenille ". Around l9l2 the
Soci6t6 Limonaire bought the trade-
mark of Gavioli.

A friendly relationship existed
between Limonaire and Marenghi.
When one had an organ finished,
the other was invited to celebrate.

Gaudin
Gaudin, who had worked for the

church organ builders De Bieres of
Nantes,+ France, was designer and
draughtsman with Charles Mar-
enghi. After the latter's death, he
took over the firm and worked
partly under the name Marenghi.

Gasparini
Together with details on Limon-

aire, Leon Honorez also gave in-
formation about other. organ manu-
facturers.

Alexandre Gasparini arrived in
Paris after the war of 1870 with
his friend Scapini from LombardY
in Northern Italy. Gasparini first
worked for Gavioli and later started
on his own. Scapini was the

NOTES:
l. No further details known.
2. Seems impossible, because this

organ was probably built around
1900. Most surely is meant 2 wars'

l. This information was never re-
ceived by the author nor bY the
editors.

4. It is not clear what is meant here,
may be a music academy.

*Here the author probably means the
organ builder Louis Debierre of 35
rue St Andr6 and 30 rue St Cl6ment
who was in business from c.1903.

A O-H

founder of a firm that produced
pastas, such as macaroni. The
French minister Scapini belonged
to this family.

Foucher was the son-in-law of
Gasparini. After the death of Gas-
parini, _thq firq Foucher-Gasparini
run by H Foucher existed untii l9t4
when it was taken over by Butel.
Leon Honorez has seen 

- 
Gavioli

organs modernised by Butel. With
the 52nd Gasparini on exhibition
in the Natiohaal Museum Van
Speeldoos tot Pierement in Utrecht.
Holland, are a few organ-books
with the name Butel.

Dussaux-Lemoine
This firm was around 1905

situated in the Rue de Lille in St.
Andrd/Lille, France. Dussaux was
a representative of the businessman
Albert Lemoine. Most of the staft
came from Limonaire. In about
l9l0 Dussaux & Co. constructed an
organ with 4 real clarions and d0
brass trumpets, which needed a sep-
arate blowing mechanism. The
resulting blaring sound could be
regulated, necessary because on
fairs this organ was inclined to
drown the others
the business was
Lemoine & Cie
d'Alsace-Lorraine
was described as organ and street
piano builders.

Honorez
Leon Honorez, born in 1889. has

been living in Brussels the last
years. When he was 13, he started
as an apprentice with Gavioli. His
sister married Fassano who was a
foreman at Gavioli's specialising in
trqjlg organs. In a general way
will be explained about his life, to
show how richly varied it must
have been. Dates are approxima-
tions.

He worked from 1902-1904 at
Gavioli's, until 1910 at Marenghi's
and then a few months at Mortier's.
During the period 1910-1912 he was
with Fassano, then till 1914 with
Dussaux-Lemoine in Lille in North-
ern France. From 1919 to l92l he
was an associate of his bother-in-
law Fassano and after that period
he started on his own.

Conclusion
In this collection of data we have

shown some information about the
company Limonaire and other
French organ builders. We do not
pretend to have been complete in
all the facts and events. but a lot
of interesting news about important
houses and their influence on the
Dutch organ development has been
lost. But more details might still
come to light.
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We are very much indebted to
the organ builder Leon Honorez
and KVD member fos Roelandt,
who both live in Brussels. Ios
Roelandt has had quite a few inter-
views with Leon Honorez asking
him many questions formulated by
us.

We also like to acknowledge the
cooperation of the following Per-
sons who have helped with the
realisation of this article:

Marcel Colau (Beauvois-en-Cam-
bresis, France) in connection with
correspondence with Madame Fla-
ment - Limonaire, Piet Smeising
(Made, I{olland), and faaP StuY
(Sliedrecht, Holland) for informa-
tion about the Limonaire fair
organs.

famLMvanDinteren

los Roelandt writes from Brussels
in a letter dated Mag 20, 1976 :

WITH great regret and sadness I
have to let you know that our
friend Leon Honorez has died on
Monday 10.

Thanks to the KVD, Leon Hon-
orez will not be forgotten'

He came from a familY that had
suffered a lot during the war in
1870. He was born in 1889, started
in 1902 as an apprentice with Gav-
ioli in Paris. There he made friends
with Carl Frei, who was sent to
Paris to study with Ludovic Gav-
ioli. Later he worked with Marenghi
where he learned the draughting of
organ designs, and he comPleted his
education there from 1905-1910.

One day Marenghi sold an organ
to a Russian, Chichliaoff' Honorez
travelled three days and three

After 1910 he worked for a few
months for Mortier; and on some
occasions did some work for
Limonaire. He tuned pipes there
for 30 centimes a Piece, but
he quarrelled a lot with Camille
Lim6naire. They differed totally in
character.

From 1910-1912 he was with his
brother-in-law, Fassano, and till
l9I4 he worked for Dussaux-
Lemoine. In 1919 he became Part-
ners with Fassano until 1921.

In 1919 he repaired a Limonaire
92 Key, which had been hidden
during the 1914-1918 war. Fifty
vears later he discovered this same

organ in Mr Staelens' possession.
He repaired it in such a way that
recordings could be made of it.
After a few months back with
Mortier, he started on his own in
Brussels.

He also repaired for recording
the organ Madeleine, a Mortier, and
paid special attention to the accord-
ion, although he did not have much
liking for building an accordion in
a plpe-organ.

He was also the only one courag-
eous enough to try to repair the
famous " Limonaire 1900 ". And he
succeeded grandly. When Leon
Honorez tuned an organ the orig-
inal sound stayed the same: a

Limonaire stayed a Limonaire.
So ends the letter of .fos Roe-

landt, which was written in Flem-
ish.

Postscript
After reading this letter we must

feel lucky that it was possible to
obtain the information from Leon
Honorez regarding the French
organ builders, so it can be pre-
served for those interested. In this
article, we have been able to quote
a few interesting details about the
Limonaire company. Without the
help of Leon Honorez, this would
not have been possible, and so also
his name will not be lost in oblivion.

The ingenious
Vaucanson

FROM the book Heroes of the Laboratory by C L Brightwell;
published in 1859 by George Routledge & Sons, London,
comes this chapter headed "Vawcanson-Automata, Born
t709-Died 1782". Discovered and submitted by Jack
Tempest

AMONG automata (or self-moving
machines) are properly reckoned
all mechanical engines which go by
springs and weights, such as clocks,
watches. etc. The term, however,
is generally applied to mechanism
of another description, in which
ingenuity of machinists has per-
formed such marvels as almost sur-
pass the limit of belief.

Historians have, doubtless, ex-
aggerated in their accounts of the
wonders of certain of these arti-
ficial machines; yet, what we have
seen effected in modern times of
this description, tends to diminish
our credulity. For example, King
Theodric, when writing to one of
these skilled constructors says, " By
means of your art, metals emit
sounds, birds sing, serpents hiss,
and you can give to animals a har-
mony which they have not received
from nature ". How near an
approach has been made to the
a--omplishment of all this, we shall
perceive while speaking of faques
Vaucanson and his wonderful auto-
mata.

This skillful artisan, when he was
yet a boy, showed a surprising turn
for mechanical invention. He was
born at Grenoble in 1709. Of his
father nothing is known; but his
mother, who had the care of his
education, made him her constant
companion, and the boy accomp-
anied her in the visits she paid to
her female friends, especially on
Sundays and fete days. On these

occasions little ]ack was left to his
own resources for amusement,
while the good dames conversed
together; and it so chanced that, in
one house he was occasionallv taken
to, there was a crack in a pirtition
wall, which the urchin espying,
began to peep through. He found,
as he did so, that he could see part
of the mechanism of a clock, which
hung on the adjoining wall. With
curious eyes he watched its move-
ments, of which a portion only was
visible to him. It was the first time
he had ever thought about the sub-
ject; but now his attention was
attracted, and he resolved he would
make himself a master of the whole
contrivance and ordering of the
clockwork. The next time he went
there, he took with him a pencil,
and occupied himself in drawing as
much as he could see of the springs;
and in this manner he succeeded in
understanding their plan. At length,
all at once, he caught the idea of
the escapement movement, and be-
fore long he contrived, with some
pieces of wood and some rough
tools, to make a clock, which kept
time pretty correctly. His natural
genius had discovered itself, and he
was thenceforward a mechanician,
heart and soul devoted to the study
of that which he resolved would
be his calling in life.

His childish efforts were em-
ployed in constructing a baby-house
chapel, for which he made little
angels that flapped their wings, and
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some figures dressed as priests,
which moved slowly.

He was still but a youth when,
chancing to go to Lyons, he heard
that a meeting was to be held for
the discussion of a plan for supply-
ing the whole town with water by
means of a hydraulic machine. The
idea attracted h s attention, and he
instantly set to work to construct
such a machine, and actually suc-
ceeded in his purpose, but timidity
prevented him for presenting it
for approval. Being at Paris some
time after he was filled with sur-
prise and delight to find that the
plan of the machine called there the
Samaritaine was precisely the same
as that he had invented in Lyons.
This convinced him of his powers,
and inspired him with courage in
which he was naturallv deficient.
He now gave himself uf with great
diligence to the study of anatomy,
music. and mechanics. and for some
years occupied himself in this
manner.

The flute-player of the Tuileries
gave him the idea of constructing
a similar work; but he was preven-
ted from undertaking it in conse-
quence of the reproaches of his
uncle, who thought it a waste of
time; and it was not accomplished
until, being laid aside by a long ill-
ness, he employed the weary hours

of his convalescence in,that manner.
He succeeded to admiration, and
made a small figure, which played
the flute with astonishing precision.
Some time after he exhibited a
tambourine - player; two geese,
which dabbled on the ground, look-
ing for corn, and picking it out of
a trougll, swallowed it. Vaucanson
also discovered a means of imitat-
ing the animal digestion in a
remarkable manner.

In 1740 the King of Prussia, who
endeavoured to attach remarkable
men to his court, made offers to
Vaucanson, who, however, prefer-
red remaining in his own country.

Not long after, Cardinal Fleury
engaged his services, intrusting him
the inspection of silk manufactures.
He now had a field for the useful
employment of his skill in mech-
anics in this situation, which he had
not sought, but which he owed
entirely to the superiority of his
talents, perfected by self-culture
and long persevering study. His
efforts in this department were
crowned with success. He brought
to perfection an improved method
of preparing silk, and constructed
various machines, remarkable for
the uniformity and precision of
their movements, and the conse-
quent regularity of their operation.
Of this machinery he gave, in the

ences.
ample
OSSES-

talent
of describing machinery with clear-
ness and precision. He had the gift
of perspicacity, and could see with
a glince, and describe with equal
readiness.

So much importance was
attached to these labours, that the
jealousy of the ignorant operatives
was awakened; and on one occa-
sion, during the journey to Lyons,
Vaucanson was pursued and pelted
with stones by an angry mob, who
threatened to kill him for dimin-
ishing the value of their work by
means of his machinery. He took
a curious mode of revenge himself,
in constructing a machine with
which an ass executed a piece of
flowered stuff !

Another of his remarkable pro-
ductions was an asp which he made
for the representation of Marmon-
tel's Cleopatra. [t imitated all the
movements of the living reptile, and
hissed to the lie. This gave rise to
a bon-mot.' someone, being asked
his opinion of the merits of the
tragedy, replied, " I am of the opin-
ion of the asp " ! Vaucanson also
made a mechanism to imitate the
circulation of the blood, in which
Louis XV took much interest: but
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he abandoned it on account of the
extreme slowness of the progress
made by the royal workmen. Pro-
bably he was anxious to confine his
attention to more profitable
matters.

He had now justly obtained
himself great renown; and the
celebrated Voltaire, sharing in the
general feelings of admiration
entertained for this really remark-
able man, wrote some lines in his
honour, in which he was compared
to Prometheus, who snatched fire
from the heavens to animate the
work of his hands.

In the latter years of Vaucanson's
life, he was severly affiicted by
long and painful disease; neverthe-
less, he preserved all his energy and
spirit unimpaired. To the very last
he employed himself diligentlY
about the construction of a machine
he had invented for making an
interminable chain - " Lose no

time ", he cried to his workmen;
" perhaps I shall not live long
enough to explain perfectly all my
idea ". He expired in November,
1782. His valuable collection of
machines at the Hotel de Montague,
he bequeathed to the sovereign. It
was at first proposed that this gift
should be presented to the Acad-
emy of Sciences; but other claims
were urged, disputes and difficulties
arose, and the result was that the
collection was dispersed.

We cannot help regretting that
the great skill displayed by Vau-
canson was not more usefully direc-
ted: for. however curious and
ingenious the construction of his
automata. this species of labour
turns to no serious account, and
will never suffice to perpetuate a
man's name in the grateful remem-
brance of his spec^es; whereas, on
the other hand, the inventor of a
safety-lamp, or of a facquard-loom,
will never be forgotten.

can sound given a good choice of
a not too-taxing roll. Here is very
good sound with very little of the
seemingly characteristic whistles,
shrieks and scrapes which plague
most violin players of this type.

The side ends with Tom Alter's
Duo-Art roll of Bye Bye Blackbird,
a good bit of what would orchest-
rally be termed " swing ".

Side Two begins with the 52-key
Ruth fairorgan. Mischa Lerritzkt
then plays Ampico roll number
1411H, his arrangement of Annie
Laurie on a Marshal,l & Wendall, a
rather slow, ponderous rendition
with some virtuoso cadences in
the middle.

Other tracks include a salon
piece for the Weber Unika and
Edvard Grieg's Schmetterling
played by the composer on a

Bluthner "grand" via a Welte
Vorsetzer. A somewhat breathy
Orchestrelle plays Bedelia from
The lersey Lily. Last track-there
are eig'ht on the first and nine on
the second side - is the Poppers
Happy lazz Band fighting its way
through Ramona and distributing
piano and forte ad libitum.

Concluding the records for this
review is another American
release, Musical Clocks (CE 31093)
released on the Candide label by
Vox Productions Inc, 2ll E 43rd
St, New York City, New York
10017. For reasons which wil'l soon
become apparent, I will deal with
,the second side first. Five instru-
ments from the Vienna Clock
Museum start this side. Poor and
unhelpful sleeve notes along with
strange lapses such as referring to
a pavilion clock as a grandfather,
make any serious attempt at
matching sound with programme
tedious. Also the number of Pieces
played on the individual items
does not tally with the Printed
programme.

The main criticism is the reallY
appalling quality of the recording
with marked fluctuations in the
level of recording between tracks,
different ambience or bias between
tracks, and, above all, massive
distortion produced bY recording
instruments with bells as if theY
did not exist. Most of the tracks
on this side are spoiled bY the lack
of recor
there is
a really
Biderma
in the Nuremberg National
Museurn. The streeve saYs one tune
is played, describing the instru-
-ent 

-as ' an " autohatic octave
virginal . . . an early barrel organ-"'
Happilv three tunes are to be
heard.'Other good track.s include a

THERE are three records which I
would like to comment on this
month. Two at least feature some-
thing which is, in my oPinion,
outstanding and of interest to the
real enthusiast for the sounds of
mechanical instruments.

The first of my records is a 7in
(l07m,m) LP of the instrument dis-
cussed in detail in the feature
article on pages 222 to 224. The
Great Stalacpipe Organ is published

fr,orn 64 acres of tuned stalactites.
Whatever sound I exPected a

stalactite to make when hit bY a

sol,enoid-operated hammer, I was
not prepared in any way for the
sheer etheral beauty of the sound
on this record. There is nothing
percussive a,bout the tone at all.
In fact. the sound is so similar to
that of a bowed string instrument
that many unsuspecting fri'ends to
whom I have played it thought it
must be a form of viola. Incred-

explain the incipient Part of the
note.

The s'leeve notes, in poPular
vein, wax lyrical about a " sPell-
binding " sound. I have to agree
wholelieartedly. Side One includes

what must be the most beautiful
arrangement of Stephen Foster's
Beautiful Dreamer I have ever
heard, while the old Irish air lf all
those Endeming Young Charms on
Side Two is equally enthralling.

Sadly, the sleeve notes give no
indication which tracks are played
from the mechanical player and
which by Leland W Sprinkle him-
self. Frankly, though, it doesn't
r.eally matter-this li,ttle gem of a
record to listen to quietly and to
be at peace with.

With a sleeve illustrated by
Gustave Dore's The organ in the
court (1872), Saydisc's latest record,
volume 15 in its " Golden Age of
Mechanical Music " series, is Pipes,
Barrels and Pins (SDLB 271 Stereo)
presenting more music from the
West Cornwall Museum of Mech-
anical Mulsic. The inclusion of
other forms of mechanical instru-
ment might suggest a sub-title -Perforated Paper, Strings and
Reeds for hene are also organettes,
player reed organs and reproduc-
lng planos.

The record gets off to a good
start with a Kuhl & Klatt mando-
line and xylophone piano followed
by a small 116-note Aeolian pipe
organ. Also on Side One is a
Foppers Clarabella playing The
London to Melbourne Mmch in a
manner which recalls the best of
those German bands which used to
do the rounds of the seaside resorts
between the wars. Oompah at its
best !

A track of the Mills Violano-
Vir.tuoso reminds those of us who
have heard too many ill-adjusted
Mills' iust how nice the instrument
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Viennese musical box movement in
a Biedermeier clock and two pieces
described as on a " tov clock ".
whatever that is, whicli is most
certainly not a toy. The side ends
distressingly with a horribly dis-
cordant Hupfeld piano orchestrion
followed by som
Orchestrion with
by Eichmann
Saxony, in 188
explicit information it comes as a
surprise to find that it is all totally
inaccurate, for you hear a Sym-
phonion with bells made in
Leipzig by Lochmann about 1895 !

Having said so much about Side
Two, one may be forgiven for
assu'ming that the whole record is
obviously a nonsense. Not so !

Side One redeems all and at once
elevates this disc to a pos,ition of
supreme musicol
for it is devoted
the 30 pieces wh
wrote for musi
actual original clocks are here
recorded very well indeed,
although the first clock, which
pl,ays pieces I to 12, is suftering
from its 184 years. Pieces 19 to
30 are performed on the third of
Primitivus Niemecz's clocks. this
one dating from1793 and obviously
preserved in excellent c.ondition.

A manual performance of some

of the pieces heard here in their
original form was included on the
record The Kajetaner Kirche,
Salzburg (Oryx 1759) reviewed on
page 126 of Volume 6.

Listening to these clocks made
by the ingenious organ-clock-
building librarian of the Prince
Esterhazy, one is able to hear now,
today, the self-same sounds which

century music of the crystal-clear
Bidermann spinet on thi reverse.
As for the rest, well, I suppose you
cannot win them all !

A O-H

THE MARVELOUS WORLD OF
MUSIC MACHINES. Heinrich
Weiss-Stcufi
hin. Office
Switzerlcnd.
bs 10|in
r4oinlg colour. UK edition by
Zwemmer. Price to be adoised.

This is a welcome English edition
of the title Mechanische Musikin-
strumente und Musikautomaton
reviewed on page 252. Most of the
comments made in that earlier
review apply also to this version
with the exception that a few of
the errors have been removed. A
number of unfortunate mistakes
do still mar this important contri-
bution to the historv of the instru-
ments of mechanicai music, not the
least of which is the adoption of
American English in the spelling of

the title - a strange choice for a
European publication.

One may hesitate to accept Mr
Weiss-Stauffacher's historicai con-
cept of mechanical music, in partic-
ular when, in writing of the intro-
duction of the hand-cranked barrel
organ, he says that the first such
instrument was not " mentioned "
before 1742, exactly 240 years after
the hand-cranked 

-barrei 
organ at

Salzburg Castle was first use?. He
also implies that pneumatic action
was introduced around 1840 where-
as this was only the date of the
earliest experiments; practical in-
troduction came 40 years and more
later.

Indeed this historical introduc-
tion, _in a heavy and largely literal
translation from the origirial Ger-
man, would have been better had
it been re-written in the light of
current knowledge. This might
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SUPERB CATALOG #7 NOW READY !

Our new 108-page large illustrated catalog f7
ofters music boxes, electric pianos, reproducing
pianos, fairground organs' and other items -hundreds in all - for sale f.o.b. our warehouse

in the U.S.A. and in Copenhagen, Denrnark.
Complete easy low-cost shipping facilities to
MBSGB memibers in Great Britain and elsewhere.

Over the years we have helped to build so'me of
Britain's fin,est collections. If you are not now
on the AIG mailing list you are missing some of
what we consider to be the best buys in the
business! Want one or several dozen Polyphons?
How about a huge Welte orchestrion ? Or an

Ampico or Duo-Art reproducing piano ? What-
ev,er your needs are, ohances are we have it !

And, the price is reason'able'

AIG Review #7 is available for I pound, 50

pence (or on a su'bscription basis of 5 Pounds

for the next 6 issues), or in US funds $3.00 per
issue, $10.00 su,bscription for the next 6 issues.

Order early, supplies are limited !

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL
GALLERIES, INC.

1802-M Kettering St.

Irvine, CA 92714 U.S'A.
Tel (714) 754'1777

r

BELLE VUE
ANTIQUES

KENT ROAD,
CONGRESBURY,

Nr. BRISTOL.

Specialize in repinning cylinders at

reasonable rates to high standards

in months - 
not years

Governor assembly restoration

can now be undertaken.

A. J. COLLEY.
Tel. YATTON 832220.

also have served to Present the
line drawings, at Present depicting
a mirror image of the mechanics
of the musical box, the correct waY
round, and also to have Provided
a better descriPtive text.

wind at a Pressure
That, I venture

be some organ !

nette is stated to
play on a Pr€ssure of 43 l'b/-in''
MayUe to e-du,cate a deaf eagle ?

some of the Teutonic instruments.

Tuning scales are given for manY
of the more unusual instruments
shown in the text and, indeed,
there is a useful aPPendix in which
is set out no fewer than 28 scales
includi
lished
consist
sures.

strongest on organs and most of
the organs are ably described.

Besides the appendix on scales,
there is one describing the Place
of the Welte-Mignon in musical
history. Here are many interesting
anecdotes on some of the rolls
and the' artist(e)s who recorded
them. A section on We'lte testi-
monial,s, somewhat differing in con-
tent from that included in the
Gerrnan edition and comPrising
some of the material now available
in facsimile from the Werner Baus

reprint (reviewed on page Il4) is
followed by a reprint of the instruc-
tions for testing and regulating the
Welte-built reproducing piano.

Then comes an article on HuP-
feld fol'lowed by a reproduction of
the Hupfeld playet piano catalogue,
first reproduced in facsimilie in
The Misic Bor. volume 4, pp397-
4t4.
part
pany

sti
well worth owning. A O-H

CAVEAT BMPTOR
IT IS with regret that The Music
Bor should have to publish state-
ments concerning the activities of
members but in the circumstances
it is felt that in the present instance,
such action is justified in order that
the best interest of the membership
as a whole may be protected.

At no time is the publication of
any advertisement by anY members
of The Musical Box Society o.[ Great
Britain within the pages of. The
Music Box to be considered as
implving that the advertised ser'
vic'ed re-ferred to are endorsed by
either the SocietY or the Editor.

In the same way, neither the
Society
respons
damage
curred
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good faith upon the announcements
of advertisers.

While undoubtedly the greater
in every
n drawn

certain
Califor-

nia, who has solicited work from
members, and who has accePted
monies in advance, has proved
unable to honour or resPect orders
and has demonstrated unwilling-
ness to recompense his clients.

It is distasteful to have to rePort
such matters but members are
earnestly advised to Place their
work (and their moneY) in the
hands of those manY who have
consistently demonstrated their
honesty and straightforwardness.

The President
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VARIATIONS ON A THEME

each.

Classified
Advertisements

Membcri ! 3D Der word (bold gD€ 5D pcr tord)'
Iton-mn**:-6D DGr word (bold ttDe lOD Fl

word),
Greupi of ff3us or leatm op io sh cbmclcE

ount s om word.

WANTED

-A,UTOMATA. Send details, Photo'
asking prices. Also CLOCKWORK
TOYS. tmmediate reply to all offerings.
lerrv Cohen. 11756 Canton Place.
Studio city. cal. USA 91604.

88 NOTE
One-step,
Marches.
restored
box and
please to: C. W. Nitschke' 3 Hannover'
Steinbreite 55, GermanY.

RZEBITS
complete
case and
to Dr.
VIENNA 9. AUSTRIA.

WANTED , MUSICAL SNUFF BOX'
Ripley. 79 Meads Street, Eastbourne'
Phone 21177.

bridge 880614.

NICOLE eable
iytind"tt Plge
;;ia. ca Isle
irt Wight.

Midlands.

FOR SALE

MOSORIAK'S " CURIOUS HISTORY
OF MUSIC BOXES "' l94J repxint.
New, in publishers packing. Several ,at
f5.50 inci. C.F. parcel post U.K. only'
Cash or P.O.'s for immediate despatch.
Sorry, no appro. Worswick, Station
Road, BardneY. Lincoln.

A FULLY ILUSTRATED CATA-
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On

NORFOLK
POLYPHON CBNTRE.

(NORMAN VrNCE)

WOOD FARM, BAWDESWELL,
EAST DEREHAM. NORFOLK.

BlI45 one rnile east of Al05Z junction in Bawdeswell Village.
TELEPHONE BAWDESWELI, 230.

SPECIALISE IN ,RESTORED ANI}'!AS FOI.IND '':-
DISC MACHilNES,

CYLINDER BOXES, AUTOMATA,
OROHESTRIIONS, ORGANS, ETc.,
AND FINE CL,OCKS.

Discs of any size or make copied to order.

WE

WIDE CIIOICE OF MACHINES ALWAYS IN STOCK.
MECHANICAL MUSIC BOUGIIT, SOLD OR EXCIIANGED.

-On the left are three examples of
late-period mass-produced^ bell
boxes. On all three it will be seen
that although the bells can be dis-
connected at will by means of a
_lever, the bells are 

- not operated
by a separate comb but thelr link-
ages are attached to the common
comb
from
centre
with
picture shows a box dating from
around 1895 with five bells-struck
by two bees, two butterflies and a
stylised moth. The lower picture
shows a slightly earlier box -probably 1870s, with seven bells.
each nicely turned and made of
German silver. The strikers are
plain and again the centre two are
nested. All are probably paillard.

suggests that this was made bv
Karrer or possibly Bremond ani
dates from 1870. At the botton is
a fine exampl
nine decorate
well-tuned a
strikers from
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LIST OF MEMBERS
ll14 Dr George E Speake, IISll E Beverley Boulevard,

Whittier, California 90501, USA
lfl5 Donald D Lewis, 1863 Le Flore Drive, Whittier'

California 90603. USA
tIl6 B Innes, Inverisla,'Rothiemay, Huntly, Aberdeenshire,

Scotland, AB5 5JP
lllT Richter's Music Boxes, Chirardelli Square, San Fran-

cisco, California 94109, USA
llIS Mr & Mrs. Olan E Turner, 1628 S Crescent Boulevard,

Yardley, Pennsylvania 19067, USA
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1553, Netherlands
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1135 fawin n Richmond, PO Box 4141, San Rafael, Cali-
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. Box 148, 1521 N Vermilion Street,
s 61832. USA
2728 Hillbrook Drive, SW Roanoke,

Lavertue. 8 Kibbe Road, East
chusetts 01028' USA
5 Box 550, La Porte, Indiana

46350. usA

tl58 E C M Hollingworth, Cedar Court, Warden Hill Road,
Cheltenham, Gloucester

1159 Mrs E F Payne, Rock House, Buckland Dinham,
Frome, Somerset

1160 J M Jonker, Nieuwsteeg 33, Leiden, Netherlands
fl61 V Leslie, 15 Great North Road, Brushmans Park,

Hertfordshire
1162 fames A Pound, 16 Rocklifte Avenue, Kings Langlev,

Hertfordshire
1163 Miss E S Bryce, East Kilve, Bannerdown Road, Bath-

easton. Bath. BAI 7ND
116+ A Padfeld, 86d Lower Westwood, Bradford-on-Avon,

Wiltshire
1165 Mrs S I Thompson, l5g Randolph Crescent, London,

W9 lDP

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
2, A Ridsdill, The Morpeth Tower, Naworth Castle,

Brampton, Cumbria
104 f Spencer Gunn, " Shrubland ", lI0 Harlestone Road,

Northampton, NN5 6AB
270 F H Ellenberger, 2475 South Ocean Boulevard, High-

land Beach, Florida 3343I, USA
29t Mrs G Thompson, The Wheelhouse, The Green, Old

Scriven, Knaresborough, Yorkshire, HG5 3EA
5j7 Dr N H Gale, Dartington House, Little Clarendon

Street, Oxford
540 Mr George C Howard, " Greenways ", Bedwells Heath,

Boars Hill. Oxford
64t L Richard Lankes, 249 Hilton Diive, Boulder Creek,

California 95006, USA
712 A K Ames, Oak Cottage, Loweswater, Cockermouth,

815 road Road, F-303

g4O , New Brunswick,
New Jersey 0890I, USA

1016 Michae[ Daggett, 11544 Links Drive, Reston, Virginia'
22090, USA

EAST.BINDBRS

for

THE MUSIC BOX
Now available ex-stock to suit the new'size

iournal. The Easi-Binder stores your valuable

magazines neatly without punching - each in'
dividual copy is held securely yet can be removed

in a moment. Full red imitation leather binding
with gilt title on spine. Price [2.50 (UK only);
82.75 (rest of Europe onty); [3.00 (Australia

and New Zealand); $5.50 (USA and Canada).

All prices post and packing free' Please send

money with order to :

The SecretarY,

Musical Box Society of Great Britain,

40 Station Approach, HaYes, BromleY,

Kent, BR2 7Ej, England

printed for The MNical Box sl@iew of Grest Britain bry Ttpnet Printing works, Ramsgaae, Kent.
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Sotheby's Beleravia
r9 Motcomb Street, London SWrX 9LB Tehpbone: or-21t 43tr Telex: London 24454 Tehgrams: Gavel,London

Sales by auction of

MechanicLlMusic
include

Cylinder and disc musical boxes, bartel organs, player pianos,
phonographs, gramophones and related material.

Advance informa Music sales is ensured by
taking out an annuai- 

;?:11"*"* 
(including lisls of

U.K. ...... .........h.oo
Europe ............{,t.So
U.S.A. ............$rr.5o

Subscribe by complett*,Tfrl?j;l"* and terurn it with your

To: Sotheby Parke Bernet & Co., Subscription Department, 36 Dover Stteet,
London \7rX 3RB

Please enter my subscription for one year (4 issues) for catalogues and pdce lists in
Category 69, Musical Boxes and other Collectots'Items

Name (BLOCK CAPITAID

Address @LOCK CAPITALS)

Date: Signed:

Please make cbeqaes paybh to Sotbefut Parke Bernet 6 Co.

I enclose remittance of

I have instructed my bankers to remit

My Bank is

Address



Thtitl) ThurUfns
KEITH HARDING and CLIFF BURNETT

MBruspn oF THE Bnrrrsn ANrrouB DB,qrBns' AssocrerroN

CONSERVATION TO MUSEUM STANDARD

Rare carillon from base of
1814. Restoration included
retuning, and making good

French musical clock, mainspring dated
repinning, replacing two damaged bells,
extensive damage caused by previous
" repairer ".

SUPPLIER OF THE BEST MUSICAL BOXES

ffornsey Road, London N7 6DJ
0r-607 6181t2672

Keith Harding, 93


